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Streamlined Acquisition .

THE 10 MOST FREQUENTLY
ASKED QUESTIONS
What i the impact on streamlining of the DOD
acquisition reform initiatives (e.g. Program Executive Office organizations, etc.)?

Q•

Robert O. Black, Army

Implementation of the DOD acquisition reform
A.
tiatives should serve reinforce the principles and
concepts of the Army Streamlined Acquisition Program.

Advocate for Acquisition

Much of what we have been attempting to accomplish
through ASAP was validated in the DOD acquisition reforms.
In particular, the elimination of obstacles in the review process has been institutionalized through the establishment of
progranl executive offices (PEO) and the requirement for
direct reporting channels on programmatic issues. The new
streamlined PEO channels should make it even easier to apply
to a given program the basic ASAP keystones:
• maximum use ofalready-developed systems, items, components (e_g. non-development items);
• careful identification, selection, and maturation of technologie ; planned technology insertion (parallel preplanned
product improvement);
• early proveout of technologies, and operational concepts prior to engineering development;
• tailored life cycle phases;
• early involvement of the logistics communiry;
• integrated test and continuous evaluation;
• production proveout during engineering development
to include hard-tooled prototypes; and
• system evolution through block improvements;

Streamlining, provides some

ini-

to

In the streamlining process, will there be any efforts
made to reduce the amount of regulations and
changes that are issued at all levels, especially those dealing
with formats, forms or administration?

Q•

Definitely_ One of the missions of the Acquisition
Policy Review Task Force, which is undertaking the
revision of AR 70-1 to accommodate the DOD reforms, is the
consolidation and elimination of duplicative or unnecessary
regulations and directives. Inherent to the task force charter
is a two-tier effort:
• The first tier consists of the consolidation of AR 70-6 I,
Type Classification, and AR 70-28, Popular Names of Weapon
Systems into AR 70-1, Systems Acquisition Policy and Procedures; plus the cancellation of AR 15-16, DA System Coordinator; and cancellation of DA PAM 11-25, Life Cycle

A.
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very informative and candid
answers to questions on the
Army Streamlined Acquisition
Program (ASAP).
Management Model with applicable coverage integrated into
AMCffRADOC Pam 70-2, Materiel Acquisition Handbook
(which will be adopted by HQDA for broader use).
• The second-tier effort will consider further consolidation of the AR 70- cries regulations, e.g. AR 70-15, AR 70-17,
AR 71-3, AR 70-10 and AR 70-2_
10 parallel, overall program management documents and
plans (such as those described in Appendix F, AR 70-1 )will be
reviewed for additional simplification or consolidation; for
example, combining applicable portions of the Acquisition
Strategy with the Acquisition Plan.

Q.

By advocating the elimination of requirements,
doesn't streamlining unnecessarily increase program

risk?
Absolutely not_ The principles ofAcquisition Streamlining, as embodied in DOD Directive 5000_43, advocate insistence on only essential (not zero) requirements.
Allow me to quote: 'l\cquisition streamlining is based on the
concept that hy applying pertinent contract requirements
and allowing early industry involvement in recommending
the most cost-effective solutions, the Department of Defense
can reduce the cost andlor time of system acquisition and life

A•
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cycle co t without degrading system effectivene s'"
DOD and Army policy call for "limiting the contractual
liability of referenced documents to only those that are essential
Requirements that are not mandated by law or established DOD policy and that do not contribute to the
operational effectiveness and uitability of the system, or
effi ctive management of its acqui ition, operation or suppor!.
hall be excluded.'"
ow, nowhere in that explication of policy does it imply
that we will indiscriminately discard valid requirements. [t
does imply that we should pay more attention to ju tifying
those requirements that we choose to impose, and the directive does state that we must be more attentive toward stating
specifically what those requirement are. [n other words,
make a consciou effort when applying specifications, standards and referenced requirements in solicitations and work
statements, t'dther than relying on "boiler plate'" methodology, or falling back on what worked before.
Understand the requirements contained in the ftc t tier
documentation, and avoid depending on second and third
tier references as a ecurity blanket. In the long run, that
security blanket just increase co t and contributes to pro·
gram delays by forcing the contractor to execure unneces-

sacy "requirem nts." ltimarely, by zeroing in on the
essentials, we should be able to reduce (not increase) risk.

Q.

When does the clock tart on A Ap, and does it really
save any time?

It a common misperception that there i an arbiA.
trary ASAP clock that says you will accomplish a
program within rigid time con traints to the cxclu ion of
is

all

else. The proper mes age is that by concentrating our effort
more on the early phases of the program, we can eliminate
activity and the resultant waste of re ource (both time and
fiscal) during later phases, both as a result of not having to
redo previous efforts and beginning ignificant activitie at
the last minute.
Simply stated,ASAP is the most efficient and effective use of
resources at the most appropriate pOint in the life cycle. AI 0,
ASAP is not a shell game.lt is a combination oflesson learned
with new ideas. By incorporating the ASAP keystones men·
tioned in question one above, we believe a program will
reduce the time and effort necessary to field a system.

Q.

Does ASAP have the suppOrt of 0 D and the Army
leadership?

Much of e A AP philosophy is contained in the
A.
tllCUSts announced by
Robert CpsteUo, the new
under secretary of defen e (acqui ilion), and have been
tI

ASAP - The Effort
Continues
The Army Streamlined Acquisition Program
(ASAP) remains one of our principal efforts to
reduce the time, cost and complexity of developing, producing and fielding quality weapon
systems and equipment_ We must continue to
develop requirements, acquisition strategies
and bu ines strategies to get the most for our
money while providing the best possible warfighting capability for our soldiers. Especially
today, streamlining is essential and ASAP
describes the diverse means and tools for
streamlining Army programs.

~4" f2.~-zf

Dr.

embraced by the streamlining advocate of the other ervices.
And, as Army advocate for Acquisition Streamlining, 1 can sa
that ASAP is truly Army policy; as evidenced principally by the
fact that the current AR 70-1 contains the elements of ASAP
policy.
The former under secretary of the Army demonstrated his
support by personally challenging requirements, acquisition
trategies and business practices on every program which be
reviewed. Under Secretary Ambrose was the principal Army
speaker at the OSD Acquisition Streamlining Conference held
in Crystal City VA in March 1987. His example has been
consistent and unwavering.
Assistant Secretary of tile Army (RD&A) Dr: J.R. SeuUey
participated in the acknowledgment of the benefits of ASAP
by personally pre enting the Army Acqui ition Streamlining
Excellence Awards in August 1987. I can assure you that the
Army leadership supports streanllining; our challenge is to
get the message to you in the field, who are involved daily in
executing indi idual programs. More education is needed on
how to apply these principles; we're working on tllat.

J. R. Sculley
Army Acquisition Executive

Q.

Does ASAP unwisely reduce the amount of testing on
a system?

A.

No_ The intent of the test and evaluation initiatives
under ASAP is not to reduce the amount of testing,
but to eliminate duplicative testing. Why test twice when

2
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once can do? Through integrated resr ~md continuous evalua·
tion, we ger away from the "final exam" syndrome and make
tesring more efficient in terms of the overall program
milestone decisions. We seek ways to streamline test programs through consolidation and collaboration in terms of
locations, facilities and repetition. We eek the joint participation of contractor, development and operational testers
throughout the test phases. SimJlarly, through responsive
access to and haring of test data and corrective actions we
can speed the evaluation process with no loss of accuracy or
independence.
Finally, and equally important, is a stronger role of the user
in testing prior to full-scale development. This can provide
invaluable feedback on both technical and operational concern ,provided it is done early enough to influence engineering prototype and system integration efforts. The earlier it is
accomplished in the program, the less cost accrues to the
Army and the less impact there is on subsequent program
events.

Q.
.
.

Why do you need R&D dollars for non-developmental items (NOI)?

Prior to procurement of the item, a number of
activi ties are properly financed by ROTE dollars.
Among them a.re: formulating the requirements document;
draftlng program management documents; preparing the
independent evaluation plan' conducting the user/market
investigation; preparation of the purchase description, technical data package and manuals; preparation of the materiel
fielding plan, prototype test program sets, training aids; and
the purchase or lease of sufficient NDI candidates required to
conduct te t and evaluation, plus the conduct of the test and
evaluation itself For a more comprehensive list, I urge you to
consult the AMCffRADOC Pamphlet 70-2, chapter 17.

A.

How feasible is the Packard Commission recommendation to increase the number of non-developmental
items on major weapon system acquisitions'

Q.

Not only is the Packard Commission recommendation feasible, the Army actively implementing the
A.
reco=elldation and has already achieved posirive results.
is

Examples of major Army weapon system NDI acquisitions are
the Co=ercial Utility Cargo Vehicle, MobJle Subscriber
Equipment, Army Command and Control System, and the
9mm Handgun. These programs demonstrate that this objective is achievable_
Further evidence of the Army resolve on the NOI issue is
shown by the fact that over 3; percent of our programs are
now NOI, a quantity inc.rease from 178 to 194 since the first
quarter of fiscal year 1987. This is almost equal to our total
number of developmental programs (i.e. NDI = 194; developmental = 217).
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Is the payoff we receive from draft request for proposal (RFPs) worth the time it takes to execute

Q.
them?

Draft RFP's help us listen and respond to industry.
A.
They are a valuable tool to shorten lead times, promote competition, eliminate restrictive elemems and may
provide cost savings. The intent behind i suing draft RFPs is
to make the solicitation prQcess more of a two-way street, of
benefit to both government and industry. Policy encourages
touching as broad an industry base as practical, affordiug that
base an opportunity to provide comments which may materially and substantially improve the solicitation.
To ensure broad-based industry response, our procuring
activities armounce draft RFPs in dle Commerce Business
Daily. As a safeguard against "double work" for indu try, AMC
policy provides for any changes between draft and final RFP
to be identified when the final is released. As to the gain, I'll
let you be dle judge.
Early response has been mixed. fifty-two drafts were
released in FY 86; industry replied to 33. However, more than
2,;00 issues were raised in those .replies, 46 percent ofwhich
triggered changes to the final RFPs. Now, 1,150 changes
suggest that this process resulted in that many fewer requirements imposed on the contractors, which should translate
into substantial savings in time and effort spent executing and
monitoring tho e contracts.

Q.

What is the streamlining-quality connection?

We have for some time appreciated the streamliningquality connection. John Leslie of Texas Instruments
has articulated it best (see his article in the January-February
1988 issue of dlis bulletin). But the basic me sage deserve to
be repeated, and proVides a fine summary of streamlining.
Leslie notes d,at "roughly half the wodd's quality experts
support 'conformance to requirements' as the proper definition of quality, and the other half upports 'fitness for u e.'''
He then correctly propo e that a better working definition
of quality is "conformance to a set of requirements which, if
followed, will result In a product that is fit for its intended
use." The message here is that in the current environment of
including literally thousands of documents by reference, neither government nor contractor can fully understand the
contract into which dley have entered. This creates a situation where the contractor feels that we must not be really
serious about all of the referenced requirements, and often
proceeds to selectively comply. If we tailor our reqnirements
to those we actually need, then both parties will treat every
requirement with the seriousness it deserves. In other words,
focusing on only the essential and correct requirements fosters, rather than inhibits, quality.

A.
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AIRCRAFT SURVIVABILITY
EQUIPMENT
Introduction
The Aircraft Survivability Equipment
Project Manager's (PM) Office was
established in 1970 to coordinate pro·
grams which existed at that time to pro·
vide infrared countermeasures for
Army aircraft. The office was originally
designated rhe Infrared Countermeasures Project Managers Office
(IRCM-PMO)
The introduction of heat seeking missiles into Viet Nam and the subsequent
quick reaction deployment of IRCM
developed by the PM provided graphiC
evidence of the potential benefits ofsurvivability equipment. It was evident,
however, that the problem of sur iYing
on the modern battlefield required a
much broader range of countermeasures. The PM's responsibilities
were qUickly expanded to cover other
forms of aircraft elf protection systems.
Today; the project manager operates
under the Combat Aviation Program
Executive Office and has a much
broader mission. The PM i responsible
for the development, acqUisition, and
life cycle management of Aircraft Survivability Equipment CASE} Program
objectives are to: provide self-protection for the current Army aircraft fleet
on the modern battlefield; contingency
protection equipment and plans as
required; vulnerability analysis and
development of survivability tech·
niques and equipment for aircraft pro·
ject, product and weapons system
managers; and a viable technical data
base within the .5. Army Materiel
Command (AMC) to interface with
future aircraft development programs.

Challenges
The diversity of the mission of Army
aviation and the large number of Army

4

By Edward Knierim
aircraft (more than 8,000) provide
some Significant challenges in accomplishing this mission. Additional factors
which complicate the problem are
space, weight and power constraints on
Army aircraft and the broad range of
threat systems.
In order to consider each of these
factors and achieve his mission, the PM
established a structured progranl for
defining system requirements, evaluating potential benefits and establishing
priorities. The key elements of this program consist of survivability analysis
and costlbenefits analysis. Candidate
ASE systems are then scrutinized in
these analyses to assess their relative
benefit, establish an overall priority for
development, and set baseline performance requirements for each item of
ASE. In the following paragraphs I will
discuss the basic philosophy employed
in these analyses in general terms.
The key factors in the survivability
analysis are the mi ion, the threat and
the effectiveness of the ASE suite. TIle
mission will generally fill into one of
three categories related to the type of
alrcraft involved. These categories are
scout attack, spedal electronic mission
and utility/cargo.
Even though there may be a number
of distinctively different missions in any
one category, they are generally similar
enough that the results of the analysis
can be categorized in this marUler. The
exception to this is special operations
force missions which generally have to
be considered independently.
The threat and threat lay-down are
generally divided into current, near
term and future. This allows for the
establishment of a range of threat sys-
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terns, threat capabilities, threat densities and methods of employing the
threat based on inteUigence data and
projections. Candidate ASE systems are
then defined following the Army pro·
tection strategy.
The Army protection strategy covers
five distinctive areas of tactics, signature
reduction, warning, jamming and vul·
nerability reduction. By following this
strategy; we are able to provide successive "layers" or "degrees" of protection
which allow the aviator to accompli h
his mission.
Thctics and Signature reduction allow
the aviator to avoid tbe threat. He can
accomplish many missions by simply
selecting the proper firing po ition to
allow delivery of his weapons without
exposing his aircraft to the threat. Signature redUCtion can greatly enhance this
ability by limiting threat capab ilities as
well as enhancing tbe effectiveness of
active jamming.
Warni.ng systems allow the aviaw( to
"visualize" threat systems and take maximum advantage of tactics. If the mission CarUlOt be accomplished wimom
exposure to the threat, jammers allow
the aviator to stand and fight and survive. The addition of vulnerability
reduction features enhance his ability
to survive in all of these situations if
engaged.
The effectiveness of each item of ASE
is defined based on me best available
information (e.g. test results, simulations, estimates, etc.)' The performance
and cost penalties associated with each
item of ASE is also established for later
use in the cosUbenefit analysis.

Survivability Analysis
The survivability analysis is then performed. In its simplest form, this
analysis consists of determining the rei-
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The ·use of the computer is essential
when you consider the large number
of threats, missions and ASE involved

ative attrition ofan individual aircraft or
type of aircraft to any given threat. The
analysis can be performed in any number of ways and is well suited to the use
of the computer.
Ibe use of the computer is essential
when you consider the large number of
thr ats, missions and ASE involved. The
basic analysis i repeated for each mission and threat category using different
individual items ofASE separately and in
combination with one another.
The results ofthe analysis provide the
basic information necessary to determine the prObability of survival of an
aircraft against an array of threats for
various ASE SUites. The results also proVide insight into the relative influence
of one type of threat over another, the
relative benefit of one type of countermeasure over another and the trends in
both threat and countermeasure which
. help establish program priorities and
visualize technology gaps.

Cost Benefit Analysis
The cost benefit analysis is now per·
formed using the probability of survival
determined in the SUrvivability analysis
as the measure of benefit. The measure
of cost is established using the performance and cost penalties defmed for
each item of ASE. Given this information, benefit can be plotted as afunction
of cost for each'ASE suite analyzed. Ibis
then allows for the selection of the ASE
suite which provides the most benefit
for the cost.
Given this information and .the trends
and priorities identified in the sur·
vivability analysis, the appropriate programs can be established and prj'·
oritized. Ofcourse the decisions are not
always as dear as this discussion might
imply and 'there are other factors whIch
can influence overall conclusions, but
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this approach does provide for a struc·
tlLCed· systematic method of guiding key
decisions. Ibis approach has been used
by the PM on a continuing basis since
the 1975/76 time frame.

our aircraft, there have been Significant
improvements in threat capabilities
which will require continued efforts
and improvements in our defenses.

Conclusion
The ASE-PMO has fielded two generations of infrared suppressors as well as
low reflectance rR paint, the M-130
multi·purpose dispenser with both flare
and chaffcartridges along with the only
proven missile warn.ing system (ANI
ALQ-156(v)l) in use today.
We have also fielded two generatioos
of radar warning receivers (ANI
APR-39(V)1/2) and infrared jammers
(AN/ALQ·147 and 144) as well as the
first generation of active radar jammers
(AN/ALQ-136(V)1I5) feasible for use
on Army scout attack aircraft.
In addition to the above fielded systems, the AN/ALQ-156(V)2/3 SEMA
.Missile Detector, AN/APR-39A(V)1
Advanced Scout AUack Radar Warning
Receiver, and the joint ArmylNavy ANI
ALQ-162 CW Jammer are all in production nearing fielding. The AVR-2 Laser
Warning Receiver is nearing production
and the SEMA AN/ALQ-136(V)2 Radar
Jammer and the AN/ALQ.144A
Advanced lR Jammer are preparing for
production in-process reviews.
Additional ASE programs in development include the AN/APR·48 Radar Frequency
Interferometer,
ANI
APR-39A(XE-2) Advanced SEMA Radar
Warning Receiver, -Radar Frequency
Expendable Decoy and ASET 11, III arid
rv Training systems.
This list represents significant effort
on the part of the IOta) commun.ity and
provides significant improvement in the
ability of Army aircraft to fight and sur. vive on today's battlefield. However, just
as we have· made strides in protecting

EDWNW KNIER1.M is an operations research analyst in the Techni·
cal Management Division of the
AircraftSurvivability EquipmentProject Manager's Office at the u.s. Army
Aviation Systems Command. He
holds a B.s. degree in mathematics
from Lamar Uniliersity and an MS
degree in mechanical engineering
from the Unh'ersity of Arizona.
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IMAGE
INTENSIFICATION
TECHNOLOGY
By Mavis DeZulovich

New developments for image
intensifiers increase the Army's
night vision capabilities.

Introduction
More than two decades of advances in
image imensilication technology have
significantly improved U.S. military
capabilities to take the night away from
the enemy.
Equipmem u ing this technology has
been in military u e sinc~ the
mid·] 960 to improve visibility during
periods of low light levels by amplifying
faint moon and starlight reflections.
Image intensifiers detect visible as well
as near infrared light.
The image intensiliers' capability to
ee near infrared Iigbt was not brought
about by chance but was well planned
in advance to detect enemy use of near
infrared equipment. The Center for
ight Vision and Electro-Optic
(CNVEO), located at Fort Belvoir, VA,
bas been the innovator throughout the
evolution of each generation of image

6

intensification technology.
Technological advancements during
the past two decades, such as the micro·
channel plate and the gallium arsenide
photocathode, have Significantly
improved the image inten ifier' projected Hfe and performance capabilities.
Improved manufacturing techniques
bave also contributed to extended life
and expanded performance capabilities. This continued progres shows that
the image intensifier continue to be a
viable sensory extension helping tbe
Army to prevail during periods of low
light.
An image intensifier i an electronic
viewing device that amplifies dim
ambient light reflected from objects
and presents this amplified image on a
f10re cem scr en. An image intensifier
thus provide a means of multiplying
the available reflected light so it can be
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seen by the eye.
The evolution of the image inten·
sifiers from the fir t generation to the
currem third generation - induding
operation capabilities and l.imitations,
and performance comparisons, provides an interesting srudy of the
advances which have occurred in equi·
pping today's Army to fight effectively at
night.
A look back in history hows that
earchlights were one of the firSt night
vision enhancement devices. They
were simple and effective, but were
cumbersome and required large
amounts ofenergy to operate. TIlcir biggest problem, however, was that friend
and foe were able to take advantage of
the light A covert night vision enhance·
ment device was needed that could be
used only by specially equipped
individual .
The high-power search.lights were
modified with infrared fIl.lers which
blocked visible light and passed only
near-infrared (700 to 1.200 nm)energy.
In addition, a simple image ooverter
tube was used to view the illuminated
scene. This approach had its draw-backs
as near-infrared viewers became com-
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Figure 1.
Soldier holding first generation
ANI PVS·2, Night Vision Sight,
Individual Served Weapon.

monplace and useable by friend and foe.
A pas ive viewing device was needed
that did not emit detectable radiation,
and used available light. The image
imensifi r was the answer.
Image intensifiers are completely
paSSive, and not detectable by the
enemy. There are currently three gener·
ations of image intensifier developed
by CNVEO and used by the .S. Army.
Each represents a tremendous tech·
nological advancement over its
predecessors.

First Generation
First generation image inten ifier
tubes consisted ofa three·stage configu·
ration. The three-stage configuration is
formed by a fiber-optic coupling of
three Single-stage unity·magnification
tubes to achieve the desired amplification (Figure 1).
The scene being viewed through the
image intensifier device is focused on a
photosensitive material, the photocathode, which emits electrons from
its surface proportional to the amount
of light striking it from each point in the
scene. The emitted electrons are accel-
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erated from the photocathode toward a
phosphor screen by an electric field.
The light emerging from the phosphor
screen is proportional to the number
and velocity of the electrons striking it
at each point. The observer views tbe
amplified scene image appearing on the
phosphor screen through an eyepiece.
The anlount of amplification, or gain,
of an image intensifier is expressed as
the ratio of light· in to light-out. Threestage tubes typically have a gain of about
40,000.

The first generation intensifiers are
very susceptible to blooming from
bright light sources. lIthe light source is
ufficiently bright, the protection cir·
cuitry in the intensifier power supply
momentarily shuts down the intensifier.

Second Generation
Many of the first generation inten·
sifier limitatiOns were overcome by-the
second generation intensifier tube technology. The second generation image
intensifier tubes are significantly
smaller and lighter than the first generation. In fact, one version of the second
generation tube is 0 small that two

intensifiers may be used in a binocular
head mounted system, the Night Vtsion
Goggles. This miniaturization is
achieved by the use of a microchannel
plate (MCP) which is used in conjunction with the photocathode to produce
the requited light amplification.
Ught from the scene being viewed is
focused on the photocathode, the same
way it was in the first generation intensifier. The photocathode material is also
the same, but now, the electrons emit·
ted from the photocathode impinge on
a microchannel plate.
The MCP is a thin one millimeter
wafer of tiny glass tubes which channel
the electrons from the photocathode to
the phosphor screen. As the electrons
pass through the millions of glass tubes,
they strike the emissive material coating
the channel walls and cause the emission of secondary electrons. The tiny
channels are tilted about eight degrees
so ilie electrons will strike the walls
many times on ilieir way to the phosphor screen.
Thousands of electrons exit the MCP
for each electron that enters from the
photocathode. The emerging electrons
maintain ilieir relative spatial position
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Figure 2.
Soldier wearing second generation
AN/PVS-5 Night Vision Goggles.

and strike the display screen phosphor.
The photocathode MCP, and phosphor
screen are located very close to each
other, so that the electrons do not
diverge and blur the image.
The phosphor screen is usually
deposited on a fiber optic inverter
which twists the image 180 degrees so
that the scene appears erect when
viewed wough the eyepiece. (Figure

2)
The mass production of the MCP
developed by CNVEO scientists was the
technological advancement that made
second generation possible. The MCP
minimizes the contnst reduction
imposed by bright light sources in the
image intensifier's field·of·view. Indi·
vidual channels can saturate without
causing the entire device to saturate as
in the first generation systems. However, local area contrast degradation
still results from the localized
saturation.
A bright light source produces high
electron densities at the MCP and phosphor screen. The high electron densities may cause the formation of a halo

8

around the image of the bright light
source. This halo degrades tile contrast
of adjacent portions of the intensifi d
image.
An automatic brightness control
helps to protect the observer from
bright flashes, but this device does not
control the number of electrons
released from the photocathode. It con·
trols the MCP voltage to hold tile output
tube luminance to a specified level.
Generally, second generation rubes
operate for 2,000 to 4,000 hours at onequarter moonlight illumination.

Third Generation
The iliud generation image intensifier rubes perform much better than
the first second generation tubes under
starlight illumination levels. These
tubes are as small as the second generation tubes, yet live as long as the first
generation tubes, greater than 10,000
hours.
Third generation intensifiers schematically look like second generation
intensifiers. Ught from the scene being
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viewed is focused on the photocathode.
The third generation rubes, however,
use a gallium ar enide photocathode
bonded to a glass faceplate. The gallium
arsenide photocathode surpasses the
photosensitivity of the S·20 multialkali
photocathodes. The sensitivity of dle
third generation photocathode i more
than L,OOO microamps/lumen compared to the 350 microamp lumen
average of the fl£St and econd generation photocathodes.
1\vo configurations of the third generation rube are currently in production. One bas a fiber optic inverter and a
miniaturized power upply and is used
in the Aviators Night Vision Imaging System (ANVI ). The objective 1enses in
thiS system are coated with a dielectric
film (called a minus blue filter) that
rejects wavelengths less than 600 om,
so the ANVlS is compatible with the
blue-green crewstation lighting. The
other third generation tube configuration has no fiber optic inverter and is
used in the AN!PVS-7, One Tube ight
Vi ion Goggles (Figure 3).
The luminance output of the first,
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Comparison Chart

second, and third generation devices is
detennined by the amount of current
the power supply provides. The total
current drawn by the display is limited
and the light generated by this current
can be concentrated in one spot or dis·
tributed over the entire screen. The values discussed here are for full screen
illumination; half the screen would be
twice as bright. Small areas can be much
brighter than the full-display luminance
quoted in the tube specifications (see
Comparison Chart).

Conclusion
Image intensifier developers tend to
agree there will probably not be a
fourth generation of devices. There are,
however, everal improvements they
would like to make on the third genera·
tion intensifiers. The third generation
demagnification tube for example may
be a low-cost, efficient image intensifier.
For some applications, small size may
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not be a controlling facto!; so the elimination of the expensive MCP and the
enlargement of the photocathode may
prove to be an alternative to present
designs. Developers·are also improving
the photocathode manufacturing techniques and expect to make photocathodes with greatly improved
luminous efficiency in the near future.

MAVIS DEZULOVICH is the public
affairs officerfor the CECOM Center
for Night Vision and Electro-Optics at
Fort Belvoir, VA. She holds a bachelors degreefrom Radford UnhrJrsity
and a masters degree from American University She is also a graduate
of the Defense Information School.
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SKUNKWORKS:SPEED,QUAL
Current Situation

By Benny G. Doyal

Introduction
When a practical innovation occur ,a
skunkworks, usually with a nucleus of
six to 25 highly-skilled workers, is at the
beart of it. A skunkworks developed
from scratch and successfully test-flew
the United States' frrst tactical jet fighter,
the F-80, in 143 days. The first Vic personal computer prototype was built in
three months. A major aircraft gas turbine engine breakthrough at General
Electric was a kunkworks effort, as was
thei.r first diesel-electric locomotive
and off-highway vehicle, and the airlaunched cruise missile.
A slnlnkworks is a small, overworked,
and underfunded team operating in a
garage or warehouse, physically
removed from the rest of the company.
The most effective teams are composed
of volunteers, are of limited duration,
and set their own goals. The team is
functionally complete, acts autonomOUSly, and stays together until the project is completed.
Groups of 12 or fewer have a
cohesivene and supportive team pirit
not found in Larger groups. They are
routinely more innovative than fullyequipped re earch and development
teams with hundreds of employees.
Large commercial aircraft manufacturers use this method to develop a prototype, or a big hunk of it, in 60 to 90
days. Something can always be pieced
together in that time.
What about quality? Quality is actually better becau e kunkworks haven't
the time to reinvent the wheel. Time
constraints prevent building or developing everything in-bou e. Team members search for components which have
already been proven dependable for
their sy tem.
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"It takes five years to develop
a new car in this country. Heck,
we won World War n in four
years. " - H Ross Perot

The Army has, for many years,
employed the DOD sequential step system for developing eqUipment. This
multi-segmented Life Cycle System
Management Model (LCSMM) ha
resulted in system development pro·
grams averaging lIto I 5 years with
many taking more than 20 year . At least
three-fourths of these systems employ
mature technology; one such system
has been under development for 24
years.
The Army's new Streamlined Acquisition Program (ASAP), though an
improvement, is still improperly perceived and practiced as a miniaturized
version of tbe traditional lCSMM:
Instead of identifying reduced number
and scope of tasks/events to be accomplished and performing many of tllem
concurrently, there is a tendency to
continue to execute in the lock-step
"rut" of the traditional model.

The Need To Expedite
Development

"A good plan violently
executed right now is fat· better
than a perfect plan executed
next week" - George S. Patton

deter aggression, and should that fail,
the ability to defeat the aggressor. Our
most threatening challenge continues
to be the Soviet-Pact nations. A recent
article on the modernization of Soviet
armed forces stressed the fact that the
conventional quantitative force gap
continues to grow in the So iets' favor
and they are rapidly modernizing their
force by qualitative improvement in
individual weapon systems.
Some say we still bave a qualitative
edge. Consider the 'Soviet ' airborne
armor capability and weigh their artillery and air defense sy terns against
ours. Perhaps we have an across-theboard qualitative edge today, but how
much? And for how long?
A recent U.S. Army briefing tressed
that the Soviet system development
cycle takes 10-12 years while ours averages 15 years. If tbese patterns continue, the Soviets could go through
three to our two cycles by 201 or six
to our four by 2047.
If we can accept that the Soviet systems are not so inferior to ours today,
and that because of our slowness they
will pass through more development
cycles in a relatively short period of
time, isn't it also conceivable that the
o iets could achieve technological
superioriry while maintaining numerical superiority during the next few
years?

Cost Effectiveness
TIle employment of a project team is
cost effective because the project cost is
front-end loaded, progress is rapid, and
should an unsurmountable problem
ari e, the project is abandoned. DoUar
savings and more expedient developments are realized because speed
requires the use of available proven
components rather than in-house
developments.

Threat

Military Application

Military operational effectivenes ,
simply defined, is baving tlle ability to

Having a number of approved
requirements documents available, any
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[fY, AND COST EFFECTIVENESS
individual or command such as HQDA,
Forces Command (FORSCOM), Training and
Doctrine
Command
(TRADOC), Army Materiel Command
(AMC) or a TRADOC proponent school
could propose establishment of a skunkworks to reSolve a problem. Di cussions
between AMC and TRADOC (or FOR·
SCOM if the project were to be established on one of their posts) would be
held and result in a memorandum of
agreement (MOA) presenting the specific re ponsibilities of and resources to
be provided by each command in the
establishment and maintenance of the
skunkworks.

Leaders

"Whenever anything is being
accomplished it is being done, I
have learned, bya monomaniac
with a mission" - Peter
Drucker

Leader are the key to accomplishing
anything, but leadership does not normally r ide in the person who comes
up with the great idea. The majority of
creative people aren't usually forceful
enough or trained to take their ideas to
a succe ful conclusion. That task falls
to an entrepreneur. He is the gutsy guy
who adopts the idea and has the train·
ing, leadership ability and courage to
make it happen.
In addition to Drucker, others
describe the team leader as being persistent, egotistical, competiti ve, passionate, irreverent, impatient and a
pain. He has vision, kiUer in tinct, and is
a good finisher. He is always a volunteer
because one cannot be ordered to have
the attributes necessary for success. Volunteer team leaders might be drawn
from the pool of Project Management
Course graduates.
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Sponsor
Aproject will not survive without the
aid of a powerful and dedicated sponsor.
In many cases such a sponsor will step
forward to adopt and defend the project. Powerful sponsors such as the
TRADOC commander, the three
TRADOC deputy commanding generals, the TRADOC deputy chief of staff for
combat developments and commander,
Combined Arms Combat Developments Activity have sufficient rcal
power to acquire resources and protect
a project. Similar situations exist on the
AMC side and at the Department of the
Army level.
A major requirement for a sponsor is
that he must be voluntarily "sold" on
the project. A truly worthy project will
probably get the attention and support
of one of these powerful leaders.

Recruiting the Team
The initial requirement in the recruiting process is to as ess and determine
the skills required to perform the task.
Skills such as combat developec, materiel developer, hands-on engineers,
designer/draftsmen, human factors
engineers and testers will be required
on every project. Special skills like
mechanics, electrician, weldcrs, CUlter/fabricators, etc., will be project
dependent. It is thc job of the team
(project) leader to recruit his team, but
he will need leads from others to guide
him to the good people. The Army has
literally thousands of people from
which to form skunkwork .

Motivation
There are hosts of motivational
aspects to serving on a skunkworks.
'The e include the adventure ofworking
on an important, meaningful project, a
burning desire to be the best, or the
thought of being average scares the hell
out of them. Good enough just isn't
good enough.
Being accountable, undermanned,

overworked, underfunded, and having
to meet over-tigbt deadlines are also
strong motivators. A final motivational
key is ownership - the team m mbers
aren't assigned, they buy into the project. It's theirs - all that goe with it;
and they are going to see it through to a
succes ful conclusion.

Test and Evaluation
As the system is dcveloped, a process
of test-fix-test keeps the project progressing along a positive path. The
major effort is aimed at IUaking, nonstop, small improvements in performance that inch productivity along.
Rapid development require experimentation and modification on-site.
When a problem is identified, determine the fix and do it, now!

User Involvement
As has been noted in the civil sector,
user involvement is, in rna t cases, the
key to developing an item that truly
satisfies user needs. Some of the advantages of having user involvement in the
process are:
• acquisition of real world training
reqUirements that can be used by the
training developers in designing effective training programs;
• small, but Significant, oversights
will be corrected during the development process because the developing
system will have to interface with the
real soldier, support concepts and other
equipment in tbe operational
organization;
• information will be gained on
maintenance manhours and repair parts
requirements to enable development of
a realistic system support package that
should be available on or near the system fielding date;
• user suggestions and leam member
ob ervations of the equipment in the
hands of users performing real world
missions will result in refinements during the process rather than in a followon product improvement program;
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• identification of representative soldier inabilities to perform specific tasks,
thus requiring and enabling engineers
to redesign the system to be soldiercompatible; identifying deficiencies
during the final operational test usually
comes too late to make effective
changes or to do so is cost prohibitive,
thus requiring users to live with the
problems; and
• decision makers will be more confident in their decisions to field the item
because the system will be known to be
operationally effective and supportable
in the hands of the user.

Location
As opposed to industry, Army materiel developers are not concentrated at
a single location. A key aspect of a
skunkworks development project is the
user organization involvement
addressed above. Unless it is found
acceptable to move a unit to an R&D
laboratory, thus taking the unit out of its
training program and tactical environment (higbly unlikely), we will by
neceSSity have to establish our project
at the home base of our supporting user
organization. Wby not a "Truckworks"
at Fort Eustis - perhaps even a "Boatworks", or a "Gunworks" at Fort Sill and
a "Tankworks" at Fort Knox?

Infortnation Management
To reduce paperwork yet track events
and results of various efforts, standalone personal computers could be
employed as a means of retaining information on experiments conducted and
results achieved. The system would feature engineering software to include
computer-aided design on site.

Special Military
Requirements
Army equipment requires hardening
to withstand rough handling, special
weapon effects, harsh environments
and enemy actions. A perception
abounds that any development other
than a full-blown, start-from-scratch
development program requires that the
Army accept less than what is required
to do the job. That is not the intent of
this proposal. It must be accepted, up
front, that the system will be an
assemblage of proven components
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mander is encouraging: "We are con·
centrating on making tailored acquisition the norm rather that the
with meeting only 70 percent of the
soldiers' needs, but on the other band,
we must refrain from "gold plating" the
system.

Perceived Legal Constraints
Discussions with combat and materiel developers reveal a perception that
Army regulations impose constraints on
or actually prohibit in-house developments. Real world skunkworks operators say that "regulations aren't the
problem - it's their interpretation. You
can find those which would seem to
impede you and others which support
the process. Use the ones which benefit
the process and interpret them in a positive light. The regs aren't the problem
- it's the people who perceive nonexistent problems that must be
overcome.

Reducing Opposition to
Change
Army project leaders must acknowledge that many players are involved in
the process, and if they want to "stack
the deck" in their faVOI; they had better
get the others' participation in, or at
least tacit approval o~ the development
program.
Reducing opposition can be achieved
by inviting and seriously considering
comments from the combat and materiel development communities, resolving clisagreements, achieving consensus
of need and plan prior to project initiation, stabilizing the requirement, notifying all participants in advance of any
real need to change the program, and
acquiring a high-level respected sponsor to defend the project.

woven into a unique configuration
adapted to meet military requirements.
We cannot and must not be satisfied
exception." All we need is a real push
from this leadership in the form of supporting tailored acquisition projects.
This could be accomplished by establishing and supporting a few
skunkworks.
Will there be failures? Ofcourse there
will be. In fact, most of the experiments
will fail, but consider all the ideas that
have been and will be proposed that we
could test and employ or put to rest
with such efforts.
We must simply get out of this rigid
lock-step development and final test
mode - neither is required. Let's do it
ditty - all at the same time - we build
it today, test it tonight, assess the problems noted and refme it the next morning and test again the next evening ...
Big things always begin with a single
person - 'Who will be the first?

BENNY G. DOYAL is a retired Army
officer with two tours of duty in the
Republic of Vietnam. He cUl-rently
serves as the chief, Combat Service
Support Branch, TRADOC Independent Evaluation Directorate. He has
a bachelor's degree in busines
administration, a master of arts in
management, and a master oJ arts
in human resources development.

Conclusions
As has been presented, there doesn't
appear to be any real restriction to
expecliting the acquisition process. We
need and are presently undergoing a
cultural change that should jolt us out of
this "slow track" rul.
The current .Army leadership is supportive of expeditious materiel developments. The following comment from
the recently-departed AMC com-
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By LTC Thomas
J. Quigley
Automation of installation contract·
ing office is no longer a dream or a
wi h. It is happening, it is a reality. The
tandard Army Automated Contracting
ystem ( AACO S) i the vehicle for
thi change. It is an aggressively
executed worker-cia s de igned pro·
gram that provide contracting offices
with state·of·the·art hardware and
software.
In the short pan of 20 months,
AACO
leaped from a concept to a
functional system that wiU have a major
impact on Army contracting. It is now
bing fielded to improve the way that
contracting offices support the Total
Army. The need for this prognlm has
exi ted for many years but it's real start
began when the Department of the
Army Office of In pector General pub·
lished its findings on Army contracting
in 1985.
The IG found that contracting offices
were not being all they needed to be.
Consequently. the then Deputy Chief of
tafffor Logistics LTG Benjamin Register
tasked BG John M. TIlomson and his
Procurement Managemem Division to
tackle the problem. When DA reor·
ganized, BG TIlomson's division became
part of the Directorate of Contracting
under MG Harry Karegcannes in the
Office of the Assi tant Secretary of the
Army (Research, Developm nt and
Acquisition ).
After the appointment of LTC(P)
Philip Vernick as the product manager.
the mall staff began delving into the
world of procurement automation and
the best way to make contracting more
effective and efficient.
An acquisition approach was formu·
lated The approach involved surveying
the systems currently in use in various
commands of the Army and the Air
Force. It was found that some automated systems were limited to command unique enviro.nments and others
concentrated on small purchasing.
one were found to have me comprehensive capability needed to best serve
installation contracting.
TIle PM office decided that SAACONS
would be developed from existing.
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THE STANDARD
ARMY
AUTOMATED
CONTRACTING
SYSTEM
Improving the way the Army's
contracting offices do business

proven commercially available soft·
ware. This software could then be modi·
fied or enhanced to meet the Army's
needs. This approach avoided some of
the risk inherent in software develop·
ment and also could allow faster deployment of tlle system.
The next concept was to define the
operating environment or the bounds
SAACONS would operate within. The
chosen boundaries were the four walls
of the contracting office. SAACO S
would be responsible for automating
the functions of the contract specialists
and purchasing agents of a contracting
office. Althougb SAACONS will have me
capability to interf.lce with other stan·
dard Army infornlation systems and tier
II systems, interactive networking with
otller offices or higher headquarter is
being left to the future. for the time
being, the scope of SAACONS wiU be
confined.
The last idea was to utilize hardware
that was already developed and avail·
able to the Army namely Intel 310
microcomputers and the Sperry
5000/80 minicomputers. Using existing
competitively awarded requirements,
contracts would speed the prog.ram
considerably. The equipment would be
purchased by HQ. DA along with the

installation and training needed to automate the contracting offices. Witll the
acquisition strategy formed, thollght
turned to how the software contract
would operate.
Contracting for the software was the
responsibility of the Information Sys·
tems Selection and Acquisition Activity.
In conjunction with me PM, a contract
was formulated to require the contrac·
tor to be wholly responsible for soft·
ware development. fielding. training
and maintenance. This would keep me
respons.ibility foe fielding SAACONS in
the hands of the contractor under the
supervision of the PM office.
The PM office held the cards as system integrator; melding hardware and
software together. In August 1986, the
preaward processes were concluded
with the award of a contract to CACI.
Inc.· Federal of Fairfax, VA. AACO S
was in motion.
The Vice Chief of Staff GE Maxwell
Thurman was briefed on me program in
July 1985. He concurred with fielding
me sy tern in Forces Command in 1986.
followed by tile remainder of tile Army
through 1991. A total of 256 ites are to
be automated. The Fort Bragg installation contracting office was cho en as
the prototype test site.
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Before fielding could occur, the sy tern had to be te ted. This functional
testing was performed by the Army Procurement Research Office (APRO) in
conjunction with the Information System Electronic Command (ISEC) at
Fort Lee. APRO continues to provide
functional contracting advice and I EC
provides technical advice to the PM.
CACI began testing the first version of
the software in January 1987. The software was finally accepted in May 1987
and approved by the Anny Major Automated Information System Review
Council (MAl ARC) at Milestone Ill.
This approval authorized Army wide
fielding and distinguished SAACO S as
the first tier ill Standard Anny Management Information System.
Following the MAlSARC, CACl immediately began fielding the software to
sites that had their hardware in place.
Forts McPherson, Clayton, Buchannan,
Meade and others were soon operating
on SAACONS. In October 1987, CACI
began a very aggressive fielding schedule, beginning with four sites per month
thru December and then increasing to
six ites per month in January 1988.
However, many events must take place
before a site is operational
In preparing for SAACO , each contracting office begins by ordering
equipment in the configuration pro·
vided by the PM. Once the equipment is
delivered and installed, the SAACON
software is installed and the work actually starts.
Each site is re ponsible for building
the data base by input of local contract
clauses, vendor information, addresses,
stock item descriptions and other information. At the same time, the contracting office has use of the word processing
capability of the SAACONS software. In
some instances, this is the first office
autOmation made available to the contracting office_ For some, it is the first
transition beyond electric typewriter
technology.
CACI personnel make a pre-production visit to each site well in advance of
SAACONS training_ This visit assures
that the site is on track for receipt of
SAACONS training and provides professional assistance in that perspective.
1l:aining the contracting staff on the use
of SAACONS follows 60 to 90 days after
the software is insLalled. After the first
three days of training, SAACONS is normally producing cOntract documents.
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SAACONS improves
contracting wherever it
is installed
The first week of training concentrates on small purchases, the second,
on contracting and finally, CACI trainers
prOVide one week of on the floor assi tance to users. At Fort Bragg, the training took place in April 1987. The
system was put to the test at the close of
the fiscal year in eptember - the busiest time for any contracting office. The
productiVity that SAACO S gave
allowed the Small Purchasing Branch to
award aU of it's contracts five days
before the end of the fiscal year! Mr. Walt
Warfel, director of contracting,
describes SAACONS as the best thing to
happen to contracting in the last 20
years.
Recent study by the Army Procurement Research Office compared beforeSAACONS operations with afterSAACONS operations. The tudy
showed the procurement administrative lead time was nearly cut in half
Another study compared Fort Bragg
with a imilar sized Air Force contracting office. Fort Bragg was able to produce contract actions nearly twice as
fast with one-half the staff:
SAACONS improves contracting
wherever it is installed. The Fort Bragg
experience demonstrates what
SAACO S can do for the contracting
community. It standardizes contracting
procedures, reduces procurement lead
time, yields accurate and timely reports,
reduces backlog, all allowing mOre time
in the office to train employees, administer contracts and concentrate on
quality.
All forms are produced and printed
on SAACONS equipment. The Federal
Acquisition Regulations, DOD and
Army Supplements are on line and
available.
The program now falls under the purview of Program Executive Office, Management Information Systems, Arthur
Rosenblum. The future looks promi ing
for SAACONS. As of February 1988, 127
sites ha.ve ordered SAACON hardware,
with 69 sites insLalled and 32 site operational. The operational ites are in
Forces Command, the Corps of
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Engineers, Army Materiel Command
(Depot System Command), Western
Command, Southern Command, and
Health ServiCes Command
Version two of the software is being
tested and other interfuces are being
planned to accommodate the Commercial Accounts Payable Sy tem and AMes
Depot System Command supply sy tern.
Ver ion three will consist of an
ohanced contract administration and
management information module. Planning is underway to continue automating the remaining Army major
Commands.
It must be emphasized that the information provided in this article cannot
diminish the fact that all aspects of automation are exceedingly difficult. Technical problems are frequently encountered. Yet, through maintaining the
focus on the limited pecific objective
rather than trying to hit a world series
home run, the requirement to automate
the functions within tlle four walls of
the contracting office is able to
continue.
In summary, there are many reasons
why SAACONS was able to move forward. There has been support from the
Army leadership primarily through the
exceptional efforts ofBG Thomson. The
automation requirement has not
changed and remains defmable.
CACI has been able to use fourth generation software to make the SAACO S
application software actually work In a
combined effort, the government,
CACI, MS Data Product (prOViding
ISY (providIntel equipment) and
ing Sperry equipment) have been able
to make SAACO S a reality, an authentic
automation program that is improving
the way that contracting office -support
the tota! Army. It is happening, it is no
dream or a wish.

rrc THOMAS J QUIGLEY is a procurement staff qfficer and contracting officer's representative for the
SAACONS contract with CAC/.
Assigned to the Directorate of Contracting, Office ofthe Assistant Seaetary of the Army (Research, Del'€/Opment, and Acquisition), he bolds a
master's degree in procurement and
contracting from George Washington Unil£1-sitj!
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LASER SYSTEM MAY
HELP ARMY DEPOTS
A joint program involving the .S.
Army Tank-Automotive Command's
RDE Center, Tooele Army Depot in Utah
and Mechanical Technology Lnc. (MTJ),
Latham, NY, is under way to develop a
computer-controUed laser system that
can detect malfunctions in automotive
gearboxes, such as transmissions, by
mea uring and analyzing surface
vibration.
Such a sy tem would be used by military depots to test and inspect vehicle
gearboxes before and after being
rebu ilt. An engineering prototype of the
tester has been fabricated and its capabilitie have been demonstrated to the
Depot System Command community
and to the other military services. II's
operation i being evaluated at Tooele
Army Depot.

By George Taylor III
Depots currently insp ct gearboxes
by disassembling them, and cleaning
and vi uaUy inspecting each part for
wear. Those parts considered to be
unusable are then replaced with new
parts and the units are reassembled.
After reassembly, each gearbox is
placed on a rest stand, where it is dri yen
by an electric motor under a load to
simulate operation in a vehicle. An
inspector then Ii tens to the gearbox
while it is running and rejects it if he
hear any unu ual sounds.
"Overall," said the ROE Center's
Robert J. Watts, in charge of the laser

tester project, "this proces ha not
worked that badly. We don't have a lot of
gearboxes falling apart in the field. But
the sy tern we are looking at now is
going to enable depots to do their jobs
more efficiently and, we hope, more
cost-effectively."
The te ter engineering prototype at
Tooele was built for ThCOM by MTI,
and is called the Laser Vibration Sensor
Inspection Test System (IYSlITS). It is a
portable system consisting of a laser
sensor and electronic control unit,
which generates the laser beam and
receives vibration signals; a computer
and associated electronic hardware for
processing and analyzing the vibration
data; and a monitor and control panel
for the operator.
To in pect a gearbox, the operator

LVSIITS being used to test a
2Yz-ton transmission.
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Discussing some of the
ways the LVSIITS would
improve depot operations,'
Watts said -the most
important benefit is that
it would allow evaluationfor gearboxes prior to
disassembly.
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first positions the laser vibration sensor
approximately' 20 inches from a teststand-mounted gearbox. He then turns
the test-stand. drive motor on and
presses the appropriate switches on the
LVS/ITS control panel to begin the
inspection:
During the- inSpection, a laser beam
from the sensor strikes the vibrating
surface of the gearbox. As it does so, any
vibration present in the surface alters
the laser beam's wavelength - the
extent of the alteration being determined 'by- the amount of vibration present and its ·frequency.
The laser beam is then reflected back
to the sensor, and information about its
wavelength is fed into the computer.
There it is compared with base. line
vibration·data recorded earlier from
known good and bad gearboxes to
determine if the vibration is normal or
an indication offaulty parts. The display
then furnishes ·the inspector with the
results of this comparison, providing
him with a list of any parts found to be
malfunctioning. .
.
Watts pointed out thar, although the
primary emphasis now will be to use the
LVSlITS to inSpect gearboxes, it could
be used to check other major components as well.
"11:l15 is a generiC tester," said Watts.
"It doesn't really matter what you are
testing because it is a non-contact sy
tern. In fact, 'D\COM has procured a
second system and it will be evaluated
at Anniston Anny Depot-during the 4th
quarter of FY88 for. possible application
to turbine engines. Additionally, we plan
to procure a third unit and place it at
Mainz Army Depot in Germany.
Discussing some of the ways the LV
ITS would improve depot· operations,
Watts aid the most important benefit is
that it would allow evaluation of gearboxes prior to disassembly.
"When a gearbox comes to a depot,"
Watts explained....this doesn't necessarily mean that there is something
wrong with it. It may have been that it
was newly installed in a vehicle only a
week- or two before that vehicle was
turned into the -depot for a complete
rebuild based on a mileage requirement. "So:' he added, "if we had a preshop test that would be suitable for
identifying the condition of the internal
components to verify that a gearbox
was okay, we could essentially ave the
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teardown and overhaul of that unit."
Watts also said that-a preshop inspection would benefit the maintenance
area by reducing the handling of scrap
material. "Right now," he said,. "the
internal parts have to be cleaned and
indiVidually inspected. But if bad gears
and bearings could be identified in a
preshop inSpection the man who disassembles them could be given a list of
those components he should send into
the shop for cleaning and those he
should discard."
Watts said that efforts are under way
to get a competitive procurement specification for Annywide use of the system. He urged .any persons in other
'D\COM offices or PMs interested in
obtaining additional techRical information about the IYSIITS to contact him on
AV 786-8531 or Commercial (313)'
574-8531

GEORGE 1lU'LOR 1II is a technical
writer-editorfor the Army Tank-Automotive Command. He holds a bachelor's degree in journalism and a
master's degree in communications
from Michigan State University
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MULTI-PURPOSE INDIVIDUAL MUNITION
(MPIM)

PEOPLE IN
BUILDINGS WITH
MASONRY WALLS
8" CONCRETEl12" BRICK

DEFEATS MULTIPLE TARGETS

THE MULTIPURPOSE
INDIVIDUAL MUNITION
By William E. Zecher
and James A. Bass
The u.s. Army is about to enter a
Proof-Of·Principle (POP) technology
demonstration to develop an effective
lightweight personal self-defense
weapon that will allow the individual
soldier to rapidly respond to any tacti·
cal ituation and exploit his own firepower without dependence on specialized support weapons. No single
lightweight weapon currently has this
multipurpose capability.
The Multipurpose Individual Munition (MPIM) is intended to be a complementary system to the currently fielded
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New weapon will give individual
soldiers more firepower.
M72A2/A3 and AT4 Light Antiarmor
Weapon (lAW) systems. These fielded
systems, by their nature of being maximized to defeat rolled homogeneous
armOl; are not highly effective against
other types of targets.
Accordingly, the MPJM shall have the
ability to not only defeat future and postulated light armor threats, but will also
be lethal against enemy personnel
inside structures of reinforced con-

crete, brick or earth and timber field
fortifications.
Due to the lack of a truly multipurpose weapon having been developed to
date, the U.S. Marine Corps elected to
field the Shoulder·Launched Multipurpose Assault Weapon (SMAW) (weighing 295 Ibs) as a bunker buster to
complement the AT4. The U.S. Army
also considered a limited buy of SMAW
for selected contingency forces; how·
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The goal of the MPIM
program is to ultimately
provide the individual
soldier with a rugge~
highly accurate and
reliable lightweight
weapon that is lethal
against a variety of
intended threat targets.
ever, Army priorities and funding constraints, as well as concern over system
weight, have prohibited the acquisition
of this specialized (bunker buster)
weapon.
The history evolving into the MPLM
requirement is extensive. The user
began an attempt in 1966 to replace the
M72A2 LAW (weighing 5.3lbs.) which
was fielded in the 1960/61 time frame.
The VIPER development program emanated from an Improl'ed LAW (ILAW)
Required Operational Capability (ROC)
document that was approved in June
1975. A full scale development (FSD)
contract WdS awarded in early 1976 for
the development of VIPER to meet the
HAW ROC.
Production of VIPER (weighing 9
Ibs.) began in December 1981. Due to
program cost growth and the system's
lack of performance against advanced
tank armors, the program was killed.
In the FY83 budget, Congre
directed the Army to test both foreign
and dome tic lightweight antiarmor
weapon as porential alternative to
VIPER. The U.S. Army Missile Command
structured and executed the "LAW
Alternatives Program," which resulted
in the testing of seven weapon candidates (four of which were foreign). The
JU'4 Recoilless Rocket System was ubsequendy selected as the best technical
approach to enter detailed development and operational te ting. Upon
completion of a I,OOO-round test program the AT4 (weighing 14.6 Ibs) was
approved for entry into production in
Augu t 1985. The AT4, considered an
interim system by the Army, is currently
being fielded to SMC and _5. Army
forces_
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As a result of the LAW alternatives test
program and tbe rapid improvements in
tank armor, it b came obvious that a
truly lightweight system could not
defeat tanks head-on. The user
reviewed the operational use of the
M72A2IA3 LAW and AT4 systems and
determined there was still a need for a
light weapon (approximately 10 Ibs)
for the individual soldier to use in a
multitude of combat situations; however, the weapon must have a multipurpose capability since it can no longer
defeat modern tanks head-on. ub equently, an Operational and Organizational requirements document was
written for the MPIM.
TIle .5. Army Materiel Command is
supporting the user's MPLM requirement through a struct.ured development program using the new Army
Streamlined Acquisition Process. The
first phase of the progranl will commence witll entry into a Proof-Of-Principle test phase. The purpose of this
phase is to demonstrate through actual
testing that various existing tecbuologies can innovatively be married to provide a warhead capable of defeating all
projected threat target with the
reqUired accuracy and range, including
the capability to fire from within
enclosures.
The MPIM POP technology demonstration is to be full and open competition in which up to four contracts will
be awarded. Each contractor will be
required to deliver 150 systems, 20 warheads and 16 inert handling systems 15
months after award of the contract.
Contract award(s) is planned for May
1988_ After hardware delivery, tlle contractors will fire their weapons over a
three month period at targets constructed on government test ranges_
The Army will then evaluate the test
results and determine the system that
can best ati fy the User's requirement.
Upon Army approval to enter Phase]] of
tlte program, the winner of the "shootoff," as determined through evaluation
of test result and contractor proposals
for Phase II effort, will enter the Development and Production Prove Out
Phase.
To ensure that all available candidate
technologie are considered for contract award and to allow m:Dcimum participation by our close allie , updated
(generic) threat descriptions were
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developed by the Army Materiel Command and incorporated into the MPIM
Request For Proposal. However, in me
intere t of mobilization and to ensure
maximum competition in production,
the Development and Prove-Out phase
will be done as a contractor teaming
effort and any foreign contractor
selected will be required to team with a
U.S. contractor. Each member of the
tearn will be required to establish a separate production line. Additionally, a
weapon system production line on U.S.
soil will be required.
The MPIM Proof-Of-Principle program conducred by the U.S. Army Materiel Command is being managed at tlte
. . Army Mi ile Command within its
Research, Development and Engineering Center. Technical program support
is also being proVided by the .. Army
Ballistic Research Laboratory, U.S. Army
Human Engineering Labordtory and tlle
U.S. Army Materiel System Analysis
Activity, aU located at Aberdeen Proving
Ground, MD.
The goal of the MPlM program is to
ultimately prOVide the iodi idual '01dier with a rugged, highly accurate and
reliable lightweight weapon that is
lethal against a variety of intended
threat targets. The acquisition approach
chosen to accomplish thi goal i
designed to emphasize competition in
every phase, reduce program risks and
minimize (life cycle) program acqui ition costs.

WIIJJAM E. ZECHER is employed
with the U. . Army Missile Command,
Advanced Systems Concepts Office.
He has a bachelor's degree in
mechanical engineering from tbe
UniL'ersity of FlO/ida and a masterS
in administratil'e science from the
Uniuersity oj Alabama.
JAME A. BASS is employed with
Headquarters, .5. Army ,11ateriel
Command, Ojfice ofthe Deputy Cbief
of taf(for Development, Engineering and Acquisition, Missile Dillision. He bas a bachelor's degree in
eleCI1-ical engineering from Kansas
tate niver-it)' and a master's in
industrial engineering from 7exas
A&M.
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MAKING TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER A REALITY
Introduction
The U.S. Army Construction
Engineering Re earch Laboratory
(CERL) has one of the most active technology transfer effort of any federal lab·
oratory. Our success has centered on
our ability to leverage our resources by
involVing universities, other public
organizations, and the private sector.
The resulting joint ventures ensure
technology transfer occurs by provid·
ing high quality products responsive to
Army needs and ensuring mechanisms
are in place to assi t Army users of tho e
products.

Base Support
The Army finances research and
development (R&D) in support of its
construction, operation, and mainte·

By Dr. L.R. Shaffer
nance offacilities - or what we call the
base support mission. CERL is the
Army's lead laboratory in base support
research. Our research philosophy centers around the idea that quality prod·
uCts are those that are routinely used by
our Army customers. If this does not
occur, the Army is not seeing a direct
benefit from its research investment.
The transfer of base support re earch
products into Army use po es a chal·
lenge uncommon to most Army
research organizations. The challenge is
to integrate new technologies into the
daily activities of the wide variety of
public and private sector organizations
involved in the Army base support mis·

sion. This has to be done without the
benefit of pecial Army funds to implement the technology. 10 the base sup·
POrt arena there is no 6.3b and 6.4
money available for implementation.
Many of the research products from
the base support program will be incorporated into military facilities largely
through the civilian construction industry. Approximately 80 percent of the
architectural and engineering services
required are provided by civilian firms.
Almo t 100 percent of the construction
effort i provided by civilian contrac·
tors. Thus, for the Army to benefit from
its own R&D product. it is essential
that the civilian provider of services
and equipment u e those products in
supporting military need .
The responsibility for the management and oversight of ba e support
activities belongs to the .S. Army
A CERL researcher
conducts lab tests on
the CERL Weld
Quality Monitor.
(Photo courtesy of the
Champaign-Urbana
News Gazette.)
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Corps of Engineers divi ions and districts, and the Directorate of Engineering and Housing (DEH) at each
installation and major command
(MACOM). These organizations make
up another major user of base support
technology.
The Corp offices are lacgely responsible for the design and construction
management of new and rehabilitated
facilities. The DEH offices are largely
responsible for the programming of
new construction and repair project as
well as the daily operations and mainte·
nance of these facilities.
The Stevellson-Wydler Act of 1980
and the following Technology Transfer
Act of 1986 have provided CERL and
other federal laboratories with the
mechanism for delivering a research
product to users. These acts have
cleared the way for federal research
organizations to enter into business
arrangements with outside orga.niza·
tions to make technology transfer a real·
ity. Our experience at CERL has shown
that taking the product to the marketplace can be achieved more effec·
tively by working with private industry
and other public organizations.
These outside organizations are often
hetter suited to market government
products back to our Army users. They
bring into the venture a source of funding unfetteted by restrictions often
associated with appropriated funds. The
private sector has invested over 2.5
million towards the development and
marketing of CERL products.
The marketing orientation of these
outside organizations better prepares
them for developing a technology package that can be easily used by our Army
customers. Their involvement ensures
that afier-the-sale support will be avail·
able to our Army customers once the
technology has been procured.

Marketing Technologies
Federal laboratories typically are illprepared to market technologies to
users both within and outside the Army:
These activities begin with publicizing
the availability and applicability of a
technology. The technology must then
be made available to Army users
through existing federal procurement
procedures. Finally, after-the-sale support must be provided to assist the users
in implementing the technology.

-

The challenge is to
integrate new technologies
into the daily activities of
the wide variety ofpublic
and private sector
organizations involved in
the Army's base support
mission.

As discussed earlier, other public and
private sector organizations are better
suited to do some of these activities.
CERL has used several mechanisms to
market the use of technologies. Many of
these mechanisms came about as a
result of authorizations provided by the
technology transfer legislation.

Marketing Mechanisms
Military Iransfer Initiatives. Sev·
eral mechanisms exist with.inthe Army
to authorize tIle use ofa tedlOology and
provide guidance on its application.
Technical manuals, guide specifications,
and engineering regulations are some of
tlle formal guidance documents used to
provide information on innovative technologies. Training on the technologies
is incorporated into PROSPECf courses
administered by the Corps of Engineers
HuntsviUe Division. Also, presentations
on technologies are made at con·
ferences or work hops attended by
Corps and DEH personnel as a way of
generating awareness.
Exclusive Licensing Agreements.
Exclusive rights to government R&D
products can be awarded to fums for
patented products. The Department of
the Army has entered into an exclusive
five-year licensing agr COlent with two
firms to complete product development, manufacturing, and marketing of
two inventions patented by CERL.
These inventions are the weld quality
monitor and the ceramic anode.
The firm bears the entire cost of the
manufacturing and marketing effort.
CERL provides consulting and technical
assistance to the firm on a cost-sharing
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basis during the initial tOOling-up process. CERL's involvement in this stage is
to ensure that me final product meets
quality and performance standard
required by the Army: The federal government receives a royalty - in these
cases five percent - based on the gross
sales of the product
These licensing agreements can
include provisions for a continuing
joint research effort between the firm
and CERL to further improve the capabilities of the invention. The licensee on
the anode has developed four different
versions of the anode for specific
applications.
The licenses were awarded for these
products in 1984. They were tlle first
agreements of their kind in the history
of the Corps of Engineers. APS Materials
of Dayton, OR, sold meir fir t order of
anodes within a few months of the signing. The Corps of Engineers has been
using the anode to preven t corrosion on
lock gates, water tower , and underground piping system .
The National Standard Corps ofNiles,
MI, began marketing their ARCHO IJ
system in early 1987 following an
extensive development progtanl. Their
marketing effort have been directed
toward assembly line type manufacturing activities.

Cooperative Research and
Development Agreements. Coopera·
tive Research and Development Agree·
ment (CRDA) were an outcome of the
Technology Transfer Act of 1986. In Fall
1987, CERL entered into CRDAs with
industry for two software products. The
Voice·Operated Inspection Sy tem
(VOIS) is a system for automating the
report writing activity of an inspection
using voice input. The Teaching
Assistant Program is designed to assist
engineers and students in learning concepts of computer-aided drafting and
design systems.
Under the CRDA teems, the company
will complete the development of the
CERL software or update it as needed.
The company is expected to provide
followup support to Army u ers of the
product after the ale. The company is
free to market the tec1lnology to nonmilitary users. Royalty provisions have
been included in this type ofagreement.
The Automated Sciences Groups
(ASG) Inc., of Silver Spring, MD, developed a generic program for VOIS to
enable users to develop site specific
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inspection reports. This followed CERL
research which proved the VOIS concept was a viable option for the Army.
ASG has opened up a subsidiary solely
devoted to market and service the VOlS
product line.
Electronic Courseware Systems Inc.,
of Champaign fl, plans to market the
Teaching Assistant program to both
commercial users and schools with programs in computer aided design and
drafting.

Use ofDesignsfor R&IJoProducts_
Prior to the, passage of the Technology
Transfer Act of 1986 and the establishment of CRDAs, CERL would make
designs of its products available' to manufacturers. This mechanism was used
for CERL product 'which were not
patented.
CERL has provided designs to companies for the furtawasher - a machine
for cleaning trash dumpsters in place and control panels which can .be retrofitted onto heating, ventilating, and air- .
conditioning (JNAC) systems in Army
facilities, Another technology released
to industry under this arrangement is
the Paint Test Kit used in evaluating
paint.
ERL provided designs of its products
to firms with the technical expertise
and interest in fumishing the product to
the Army, CERL reviews and ·tests protetypes to compare performance versus'
military standards to ensure production
models meet Army needs. The designs
are provided to the firms at no cost. The
firm bears all production and marketing
costs.
At last count there were three firms
marketing various versions of the furtawasher. The HVAC control panels are
available from)ohnson Controls Inc" of
St. Louis, MO, and Staefa Industries out
of Lynnwood, WA. Other firms have
inquired into producing these panels.
The Paint Te t ·Kit is currently being
produced by the Nucleus Corp. of Madison Heights, MI.

Professional Association Adoption of R&D Products. This mechanism is for. a professional society or
trade aSSOciation which chooses to
make a non-patentable product devel·
oped by a CERL researcher available to
its constituents. The. American Public
Works Association (APWA) has assumed
sponsorship of CERL!; Pavement Maintenance. Management System (PAVER).
CERL provided the PAVER progranl to
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APWA at the cost of reproducing botb
the program and documentation.
APWA modified the PAVER program
to meet civilian needs using its own
resources' and paid CERL consultant
fees to assist in this effort. APWA provides over the phone support to users,
maintains the computer program, and
offers training courses in its use. APWA
makes PAVER available to member cities, counties, and consultants for a cost
designed to cover its expenses for managing these transfer activities.
In 1987, APWA began making available to' its members a microcomputer
version of the PA.VER program which
was also developed by CERL Over 90
counties .and municipalities are using
PAVER and Micro PAVER as a result of
APWA!; efforts,

The financial investment
and expertise from these
organizations help stretch
available federal research
money and result in high
quality products for the
ultimate users.

Support Center Arrangements.
Centel"S have been established at the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UlUC) to assist military and nonmilitary users apply CERL products in
support of military activities. A center
can' also support the use of the technology for non-military applications via
private arrangements with the center
management.
These centers work especially well
for providing support to computer programs developed by CERL. Centers have
been established for the Environmental
Technical Information System (ETIS),
BuUding loads Analysis and System
Thermodynamics (BLAST) program,
the use of microcomputers for managing DEH activities, afId Micro PAVER
The sponsoring academic department of UIUC responds to phone
requests on using these computer systems, handles users fees, provides·training courses, and ·assists CERL in
continuing research on the system. Support centers are funded by the Army
and by users fees from non-military
users.

The Technology Transfer
Payoff
The research program at CERL has
provided a 34: I return on investment
for the Army. This number was identified by an outside auditor examining 22
CERL products. This potential savings
will not be realized Armywide unless
these and other tecbnologie are put
into daily use. Before this can bappen,
the Army needs to establish better
mechanisms- to bring tlle products to

the Anny marketpLace.
The recent technology transfer legislation has given us the tools to enlist the
aid 'of non-Army organizations. The
financial investment and expertise from
these organizations help stretch available federal research inoney and resli!t
in high quality products for dIe ultimate
users.· Their participation en ures our
products are available to our Army customers. Our success at CERL shows that
technology transfer, as envisioned by
the recent legislation, can become a
reality.

DR. L.R. SHAFFER has served as
technical director of the Construction Engineering Research laboratory since its inception in 1969. In
1987, be received the Peurifoy Construction Research Award from the
American Society of Civil Engineers
and was named as engineer of the
year by tbe Anny Co7pS ofEngineers.
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continually reviewed to insure that it is both valid and useful.
AIM will integrate acquisition information from a variety of
data bases in order to atisfy specific requirements. The
program encompasse the entire nnge of procedures associated with the materiel acqui ilion process including R&D,
procurement, technology, contracting. costs, scheduling, and
performance.
Wh n fully implemented, AIM will electronically connect
all program manager, program executive officer (PEO), the
Information Systems Command, the Army Materiel Command, the Training and Doctrine Command, the trategic
Defen e Command, the Corp of Engineers, the Surgeon Gen·
eral, the Operational Test and Evaluation Agency HQ, Depart·
ment of the Army, and the Army ecretanat and tat[
AIM wilJ evolve from user requi rements, be developed in a
well documented moduJar proces ,and be flexible to accom·
modate organizational change and emerging technology.
Arnly acquisition community participation will be ensured
through functional user groups which will integrate and articulate their information requirenlents. Thus, implementation
of AIM will be practical, cost effective and evolutionary. Figure 1 shows the near and far term approache to accompli h
the AIM mission. These approaches use preplanned product
improvements, block modification and tile Armys scream·
lined acquisition process.
[n the near term, one to three year, AIM will u e existing
sy tems and data base to integrate current classified acquisi·
tion information sources via a single logical network such as
ARPANET and MILNET. Currently, phase one plans call for
AIM to prOVide the follOWing:
• collection and definition of requirements from users of
acquisition information;
• support for the Planning, Programming, Budgeting and
Execution Sy tern operating environment·
• provi ion for limited tran mi ion of classified data from

THE
ACQUISITION
INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT
PROGRAM
A new program which will provide an integrated source of
materiel acquisition information has been approved by the
assi tant secretary of the Army for research, development and
acquisition (RDA). Known as the Acquisition Information
Management (AIM) Program, it is intended to support the
Army' overall acquisition mission thrOUgh more timely and
comprehensive information resources.
Today' Army acquisition information systems are, for the
most part, independent of one another and contain redun·
dant and inconsistent data. These "islands of information"
performed adequately prior to the 1987 Army reorganiza·
tion. Changes in stem technology. organizations, missions,
and staff have mad a revi ion in the information systems
needed to support the furure Army acquisition process both
necessary and possible. Thus, was born the AIM Program.
TIle AIM Program, Once implemented, will provide the
Army's acquisition community with a readily accessible, com·
prehensive information network that is interactive and
responsive to Army.wide reqUirements. Data in the AJM network will be obtained from authoritative ources and will be

Figure 1.
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acquisition data base at the Research, Development and
Acquisition Information Support Activity, the Logistics Program Support Activity, and the Materiel Readiness Support
Activity;
• establishment of a classified electronic mail network to
assi t in implementing the PEO concept;
• development of an automated tool for decision support
and management analysis of critical acquisition processes and
report formats for reporting program status to the Army
AcqUisition Executive and the HQDA staff;
• as embly of an integrated acquisition data element
dictionary;
• assignment of ownership of source data elements to the
responsible organizations;
• synchronization of the update of information; and
• inventory of the existing RDA hardware and software
systems.
The initial AIM capability is being developed around the
AMPMOD network which was developed to provide classi·
fied data transfer between the Information Systems Command at Letterkenny and most of the AMC major subordinate
commands. TIlat established capability is being upgraded to
include faster more flexible and reliable secure communica·
tion and to include enhanced services at key sites such as the
Information Sy terns Command at the Pentagon, the RDA
Information Support Activity, and HQ, AMC.
Provisions are being made for each of the PEOs to have
access to the file transfer capability provided by Army Materiel Plan Modernization (AMPMOD) and its newly developed
E-mail system. As a separate but related capability, Guardsman
encription devices are being fielded to various key participants in the AIM network This new technology provides the
capability for personal computers to transmit and receive
classified information over otherwise non-secure communication lines. While transmission speeds are limited, this
Guardsman combined with this improved AMPMOD network
will provide a substantial interim classified capability (as
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shown in Figure 2) while overall requirements are developed
in greater detail.
The AIM Program includes the implementation of a tandard pecialized information sy tern for PEOs and PMs. This
effort is centered around requirements uQder development
by a user group consisting of PM, PEO and Army Materiel
Command representatives. The goal i to provide PEOs and
PMs with the capability to maintain one integrated data base
within their office.
The PEO/PM data ba e will provide a single consistent
source of project data to the numerous data systems through·
out the acquisition community. Thi initiative will also
include a commercial project scheduling application which
will run on UNISYS 500/80 minicomputers.
Other features of the PEO/PM Progran1 Management Wormation System are office automation and other functional
applications performed within PEO and PM offices. Two "Beta
Test Sites," PM AIM and PEO Combat Support Aviation, will be
used to demonstrate initial automated eapabil.ities and vali·
date requirements as they evolve.
In the long term, FY 91 and beyond, the user requirements
that are defined in the initial effort will be used to design
relational, distributed AIM data bases and interactive network
solutions. Such a design will be developed on a top-down
basis to satisfy the top levels of Army management, but will be
based upon validated reqUirements built from a bottoms-up
perspective of the ultimate users.
AIM will also provide a fully secure network to access and
extract data, either locally or remotely, from state-of·the·art
hardware systems. Through automated support and execu·
tive analysis tools, it will also assist user in their decision
process, and facil.itate communication and reporting through
an integrated electronic mail system.
The AIM Program should significantly enhance the Army's
goal of fielding the best possible equipment to support the
soldier in the field by providing a central core of the key
management information for the acquisition community.
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT UPDATE

ARMY ORSA
FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
A major goal of the Operations Research (OR) areer
Program, Engineers and Scientists (non-construction) Career
Field, is to provide developmental opportunities for OR
careerists which will en ure Army analytical excellence
while providing for individual eareer development. One such
opportunity i the Army Operations Research and ystc;ms
Analy is (ORSA) Fellowship Program.
In 1985, the ORSA Fellow hip Program began a an Army
Materiel Command (AMC) pilot program designed to provide participants exposure to the role of operation research
in Army decision making as well as e.,xposure ro new OR
technique methodologies. TIle pilot program was alJo ated
one DA (central) long·term-trainingspace which was utilized
as two 6-month developmental assignments. Sponsoring
organi7..ations were I-lQ AMC and the Deputy Under Secretary
of the Army for Operations Research, DUSA(OR).
Due to the overwhelming success of this pilot program, the
ORSA Fellowship wa expanded Army-wide in 1986 and allocated four 6-month developmental assignments (two DA LTr
space ). Both sponsoring organizations and participant are
competitively selected to ensure that the be t developmental
opportunities and most qualified car crists make up the
program.
To date, the following organizations and individual have
participated in the program.

Sponsor

Fellow/Ocg~ation

I'Y85

DUSA(OR)
HQ AJI1C

Sharon Vanm,cci, Ballistic ROE Center
~ eslev McEh·een, TC$t Measuremenl and
DiagnOsti EqUipment Spl Group (Redstone)

1'Y86

DU

(OR)

Kenneth Dalton, Army Materiel SYSlems Analysis
Activity (AM AA)
HQ TRAOOC Gwendotyn jon,
mmunicalions-Eleccronics
Command

HQ AMC
eM
~"Y87

Waller Arnold. AMSAA
Lamberl Sebastiani, HQ AMC

DUSA(OR)
Robert Orlo'l Concepts Analysis Agency
HQ TRADOC Tommy Dean, Corp of Engineers
Analysis
Command
DCSOPS
Donald McCoy, TRAC (WSMR)
Program
Jimmy 1l1Omas, HQ AMC
.Analysis &
Evaluation

After action report on the fellowship have all been favorable - both fcom the sponsoring orgatlization and partici-
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pant. An example of one participant's experience follow:
Lambert ebastiani, formerly HQ AMC, was elected for the
FY86 fellows program at the Concept Analysis Agency
(CAA). His assignment focused on development and application of diagnostic check for wartime requirements for
ammunition materiel, and petroleum result . He al 0 parricipaled in a war game excursion conducted on the i land of
Hokkaido which u ed the contingency force analysi wargame model.
In his after action report, Scba tiani stated that the Army
ORSA Fellow hip was the highlight of hi federal career and
significantly contributed to his being selected for his ucrem
po ition with The Joint Chiefs of taJ[ Allhough Sebastiani i
no longer an Army employee. we feel that the gO:11 of the
fellow hip to provide developmental opportunities is
exemplified by his uccess.
A synopsis of comments from spon oring organizations
include the following:
• "In line with the purpose of this program, her expo ure
to the Department of the Army Headquarter and a sample of
our current activities should not only enhance her career, but
also make her more \"dluable to your command and increase
mutual under tanding within the analytic community.~
• "TIle ORSA Fellow hip Program is exceptional. Both the
individual and CAA haye benefited by this program."
• "I an] continually pleased with the caliber of people we
ace attracting to the program and hope the program grow
aHowing other headquarter organizations to participate in
the fellows progranl."
Although the Army theme for I 988 is Training, funding for
the ORSA Fellowship (and many other fine civilian training
programs) is in doubt due to mandated federal budget cuts.
We are fighting hard to keep the fellowship program but there
are many difficult choices ahead for enior Army leadership,
given the need for difficult reduction and other national
priorities.
The RDA community ha been instrumental in making the
ORSA Fellowship Program a ucce s. 'i e look forward to your
continued support of this exciting development opportunity.

The preceding article was written by lIarie Acton, tbe
junctional proponent/or operation researcb in tbe
engineer and sdentists career field.
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT UPDATE

Ziomek Succeeds Oliver
LTC "Ollie" Oliver has moved on to a new assignment and
has heen replaced by LTC Dan Ziomek formerly of the Natick
RD&E Center.

AR 611-101 Change
A major change in AR 611-10 I (Commissioned Officer
Classification System). will now allow Materiel Acquisition
Management (MAM). (6T) positions to be coded with either
the branch or functional area in the primary position of the
MOS code, i.e., IIA516T or the reverse 51A116T. [f the
primary dutie require R&D expertise, then the 51 should be
in the first po ition. The change should be publi hed in
October 1988.

NEWS
FROM THE
MAM
PROPONENCY
OFFICE

6T Requirements Validation
The number of MAM position requirements has grown
rapidly in the last two and a half years, from just under 2,000
to over 3,000. Because of this growth, the MAM Proponency
Office has initiated a project to validate the Army's total 6T
requirement. The proponency office, in association with the
.S. Total Army Personnel Agency (TAPA), Soldier Support
Center, ationa! Capital Region (SSC-NCR) and .S. Army
Manpower Requirements and Documentation Agency
(USAMARDA) will be conducting a scrub of all6T positions in
the near future.
As a first step to help us better define valid requirements at
each grade, we have asked USAMARDA to delete the 6T from
all po itions that are not coded lAW AR 611· 10 I. This action
was preViously coordinated with each MACOM and will eliminate most of the administrative errors in lAADS. A second
step in the lAADS scrub wiJJ involve MACOM review of
remaining 6T position descriptions to confirm acquisition
duties. rn the interim, officers should review their job
descriptions to insure that the acquisition duties are clearly
highlighted and skill. 6T is properly entered on the job
description, ORB and OER as part of the duty MOS.
[n an associated action, the C- CR has been asked to
conduct a urvey of all MAM officers. The results will help us
to identify the skills, knowledge and attitude needed at each
grade for MAM officers and will also establish requirements
for key MAM positions (LTC and CO L). Current plans call for
the s..Jrvey to be distributed to all 6T officers late in FY 88.
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EXECUTIV
Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisition)
Robert B. Costello Discusses .

DOD EFFORTS TO
As we in the Depanment of Defense
continue to do everything we can to
improve our armed force with affordable, workable, and quality systems, certainly the requirement for "buying be t
value" is one of our major objectives.
This theme appropriately encom·
passes many of our department-wide
efforts now underway. Thcse effort
include not only competition, but a
number of related activities. We anticipate that these activities, when in place
institutionally in headquarters and the
field, hould give us a more efficient and
prudent mean with which to get the
job done.
I'd like to touch on three of these
activitie which faU within my "ten
trategies," a goal I set for delense acquisition at the time of my confirmation
bearings. I earne tly believe these strategies are do-able and work-able, and am
pleased to report they are receiving
positive reactions from industry and
within the deparrment.
But fir t, let's talk a moment about
competition. Let me add my congratulations to the Army for having achieved a
very significant record in recent years.
Here, statistics do teU a story. The
number of annual competitivelyawarded contracts bas ri en in dle past
five years from 48 percent to 88 per·
cent. In 1984, you were competing 42
cents ofeach procurement dollar: today
that figure is almost 59 cems. When we
see this, we know the Army is living up
to the intent as well as the spirit of
competition. This record obviously
reflects the leadership hown by Army
acquisition senior marutgement.
ow, I want to talk about three major
strategies ofinterest and concern to you
which are related to the ubject of competition. These are concrete things we
are doing in DOD to solve our prob·
lems, on which we have made substan·
tial progress in the past.
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The three areas are: ImproVing product quality, and reducing dle co t of
poor quality through total quality m3l1agement; Acquisition regulatory
reform; and Instituting a proce S called
"could cost," which can be u ed in both
a sole source environment and on com·
petitive procurements.
These trategies range through all
program milestones during the acquiSition life cycle and are imended to
streamline both:
• The methods by whicb we conduct business, by bringing them more in
line with commercial business prac·
tices, while recognizing certain
nuances peculiar to defense acquisition;
• The procedures used to increase
quality and reliability and reduce
weapon ystems costs.
Now, on to the subject of improving
quality through "total quality
management."
\That does quality mean' First, the
word alone means: the composite of
material attribute, induding performance features and chancteristics of a
product or service to satisfy a given
need. Translation: is the product good,
and will it do the job for which it was
intended?
In DOD, we have expanded application of dle word quality and peak of
total quality management. This management philosophy i a strategy being
woven into the fabric of our acquisition
system, awaiting only the eventual
acceptance as daily routine. Simply, the
goal are to: improve the quality ofDOD
products; and achieve ub tantial
reductions i.n the life cycle cost of
ownership of our weapon systems.
What will it take to achieve the goal ?
A lot We mu t change the traditional
i.nspection oriented focus on quality
which comes too late in the development and production process, to
emphasize a built·in quality process
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The following remarks by Und
Robert B. Costello were presente
Officials andHigh LevelAcquisiti01
VA His comments, which have be
with some current DOD effm·ts t
"buying best value" - the theme
much earlier.
We lOU t emphasize competitIOn
based on quality as well a co t, sched·
ule and performance. and lowest bid. A
you may knoW; DOD was directed by
Congre in the FY8 Authorization Act
to consider quality as well as price
when evaluating competitiYe propo a1. _
We must continue to motivate and
exploit the ingenuity and innovativeness ofour people to achieve maximum,
quality improvements in every prognm
at every level. This is the program man·
ager' respon ibility.
We must encourage implementation
ofsuccessful concepts such as tati ti al
process controls and continuous process improvements. We lllU t emphasize
the use of sound proven cngineering
de ign and manufacturing pro es es.
Our objectives include: making our
procurement system more flexible to
allow streamlining of our contractual
requirement; imprOVing interaction
among de igners, manufacturer, logisticians and users; effectively addre ing
quality as a factor in ource election;
and giving extra consideration to companies whose product and Services
embody the new concept of continuous
product improvement. To implement
the strategy we will:
• Integrate current DOD management initiatives affecting quality, such a
acquisition strearnlining, competition,
improving the tran ition from development to production, value engineering,
and warranties;
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SCORNER

iBUY BEST VALUE'
Secretary of Defense (Acquisition)
'artier this year at a Senior Anny
xecutives Conference atFortBelvoir,
edited slightly for publication, deal
'lsure that the milital)! services are
the conference,
• Revise all product specifications to
replace the "acceptable quality level"
concept with a "continuous quality
improvement" concept;
• timulate use of new technology to
enhance quality;
• Guide the radical change from
reliance on detecting defects during
end item inspection to an effective proce control that prevenrs defects during manufacturing;
• Apply quality technology including automated proce s controls, selfcorrecting manufacturing processes,
built·in diagnostics, and automated
inspections;
• lnstitute an integrated training program to instill quality principles
throughout government, including
developing a career program for quality
assurance per onnd; and
• Encourage our contracting officers
to look for ways to increase quality
when preparing solicitations and nego·
tiating contracts.
We are trying to change another outmoded concept, that of "minimum
acceptable" quality, America's manufacturers have pursued this concept
placidly resigned to a per istent level of
errors, perceived as irreducible, a
being the way of life. It isn't.
a 0 is working with the services to
identify key approaches. Many excellent tools have been developed, We are
exploring more ways to hold program
manager accountable for quality, Pilot
acquisition program will be selected.
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We will make the necessary changes to
the federal acquisition rcgulations to
incorporate the Ilew changes,
It behooves both industry and DOD
to work together, Industry must provide
tangible evidence of irs commitment to
quality, Statistical process controls and
total quality management are not just
floor activities, They belong upstairs as
well.
Management must openly assume
responsibility for their product's quality
and insist that "no defective producrs
shall be shipped to the government,"
Next, let's di cuss regulatory reform.
When we say regulatory, we are talking
about the defense contracting system.
Our goal here is to make it easier and
quicker for managers and people in the
field to get the quality products and
services they require, when they want
them, and at a reasonable price.
We want to move into a system where
our contracting officers will feel at
home using their initiative and inno·
vativeness to' provide the government
with those products and services, while
maintaining proper accountability.
Right now, defense contracting
officers are not using aU the authority
the laws and regulations give them, for
variOus reasons.

We are encouraging them to escape
from their perceived constrained and
restricted environment to one where
they can exercise good judgement
more in Bne with .sound commercial
business practices, and to make good,
solid business decisions. We want qual·
ity and timeliness to be decisive factors,
not just price alone. We have taken a
major step in this direction with our
pilot contracting activity program.
This program involves 36 activities of
the services and the Defense Logistics
Agency. The Army's list includes
TACOM, FOri Benning, the Tulsa
Engineer District, and Fort tewart, to

name a few. We established this program
to capitalize on the enthusiasm of people in the field, We are allowing contracting officers to show initiative and
creativenes while working within the
law,
We are identifying procurement laws
and regulations that are unnece sarily
complex and restrictive, testing new
and different procurement methods,
and testing procurement methods more
in I.ine with commercial practice.
nder the test, the services and the
Defen e Logistics Agency may issue
class deviations to the Federal Acquisition Regulations and the DOD supplement, and waive any DOD procurement
reg not reqUired by statute or executive
order.
We are doing other things of note.
We've relaxed the rules telling people
they had to buy from a central supply
system such a DLA or the General Services Administration. Now they can purchase these items locally when it's a
better deal for the government.
Also, we are eliminating DOD use of
GSA's mandatory federal upply schedules and, for items already on the
optional supply schedule. Our contracting people no longer have to recompete
to procure the item . These changes
will ave a lot of time and money.
Next, let's discuss the principle of
"could cost." This is a new concept in
the acquisition vocabulary,
Could cost is designed to achieve the
best quality and price for goods purchased, The basic concept of could cost
is that every government requirement
and every facet of the contractor's operations is open to challenge,
Could cost encourages innovative
thinking by both government and contractor to achieve a substantial reduction of the bottom line. It says we should
be just as creative in the business sense
as we are in the technical sense,
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EXECUTIVE'S CORNER
Could cost is what a program could
cost ifwe, the government and contractor, eliminate all the non-value added
work done or required by both parties.
Could cost examines a requirement's
value and determine if its value i
worth its cost. There is a ba ic difference between "should cost," with
which you probably are more familiar,
and could co t.
hould cost analysis is a specialized
analysis form used to evaluate the co t
of production progranl . It evaluates
and challenges a contractor's management and operating sy tem to identify
uneconomical or inefficient practices.
P"dI"t of hould cost is based 011 lessons
learned and other hi toric,tl factors.
Could cost can be accomplished in
conjunction witll a should cost, a cost
analysis, other memods of evaluating,
and negotiating contract .
J£ agreed upon by bodl parties, could
cost can be applied at any time during
me life of a contract, and at any pOint
during me life cycle of me acquisition
proces . It is best if introduced early 0
advantages accrue all along.
Please do not associate dle concept of
could cost with value engineering, cven
though, admittedly, mere is ome similarity. Could cost is like "value contract·
ing," using a like principle of value
cngineel'ing on a much broader spectrum. Could cost does not confine itself
to the technical aspects or the end prod·
uct per se.
We would use mi concept to l'educe
the co t of follow-on programs and spe·
cial access programs, and programs in
production where we can't compete.
perhaps because duplicative tooling
would be too co dy.
I want to emphasize: could cost docs
not replace competition, and ir is not
intended only for ole source situations.
It really is tlle natural order of how a
busine s decision is made.
It means looking at everything - the
type of contract, the number of audits
m.e organizational structure, required
documentation, quality systems, every
aspect of business.
Contractor with whom I've discussed thi tell me it's possible to
reduce costs a minimum of 25-30 per·
cent. Now, that's significant. Since government has the leverage, advantages to
the goverruuent are obvious, but what
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about to me contractor?
for us to achieve murually beneficial
relations wim contractor, could co t
must be attractive to dlem. Contractors
who participate should be rewarded
when substantial savings are realized.
By playing could cost, me contractor'
competitive po ition will b cnhanced.
In the e day offewer and fewer defen e
dollars, he needs every leg up po ible.
What better incentive?
The could co t principle will be
applied to one pilot program from each
service.
We'll await me results of mese efforts
to see whemer regulations need to be
changed, or new directives written. My
feeling i that directive ar n't always
effective or necessary in getting things
done - it's th involvement of p ople in
the process that makes it happen. I must
say I'm encouraged and optimistic.
We are calling these and many of our
trategies "cultural changes." lIch cultural changes take time. 11ley evolve
gradually. They require selling and
cooperation. It take leader hip to convince people and proce es widlin the
established instirutions mat the changes
will make eYeryone's job easier, and pro·
vide dle be t and least expen ive weapons for me field.
To shift gears a moment, I'd like to
spe-olk to some rele\--ant points concerning me relationships between program
manager and contracting officer , and
encourage the Atmy to keep up the
close liaison and communication
between them.
The first item concerns DOD' recent
move toward more fLxed price contracts. This is not intended to get into
details or policy on fixed price con·
tract , but ramer to say mat the PM and
me contracting officer can and should
continue to work closely to assure an
even-handed, tough-minded fairness in
dealing with industry, a balance.
The self interest of the govenmlent as
an i.nformed and competent buyer must
be intrinsic in me e dealings. However,
such a buyer neither ruin me supplier
he must depend on nor declares open
season on the U.. 'freasury. I would like
to see the PM. working with me CO. or
KO, whichever acronym you prefer,
have more leeway on the contract type.
I would like to see PMs including the
CO in program planning, if it's a new
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program, or at various points along me
development cycle as it progresses.
Include the CO in program management meetings. Make hinJ or her part of
your program management team from
the outset.
J£ your acquisition trategy has com·
petition early, good. But it hould nor
top tbere. Mid·course corrections to
th a qui ition strategy can be made at
any time. It is still neyer too late to
compete some aspects of your program,
such as software and integrated logistic
support, even ifyoll are locked into one
prime.
To both PM and CO. J uggest dli
challenge. By answering the ba ic bu iness questions from day one, you lower
the ri k of cutting your options later or
tying the hand of your successors with·
out adequate maneuvering room.
Before J conclude, let me emphasize
DOD's commitment to small and malldisadvantaged businesses. Small busines es are a vital element in our
national indu trial ba e. We want them
to participate in defen e contracting
and have their fair hare of our market.
We want them to prosper and grow.
They are the lifeblood of our free enrerprise system.
Last year, small business received
over 26 billion in DOD prime contract
awards, representing some 19 percent
of our total prime award. Howe,-cr,
small-disad\-antaged
busines
accounted for only 3.1 biJli n, or 2.3
percent
Congress has tasked DOD to Lmpro'-e
mese figures to five percent of all procurement, RDT&E, military construction, and operations and maintenance
dollars. To attain this goal, we OluSt rely
on our senior officials such as yourselves to adjust the temperature and
build the right climate.
Continue to pursue competition, and
men consider options such as could
cost after you have competed. Remember, best value includes not only com·
petition but al 0 multiyear contract
qualit ,common ense adherence to
regulations, could cost, and other
applications 1 call "approache of the
80s."

Work every angle wimin your author·
ity to buy best value for the Army, and in
so doing ultimately help DOD achieve
quality products at lower costs.
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RD&A NEWS BRIEFS
TACOM Seeks
High Survivability Tire
The u.s. Army lank-Automotive Command (lACOM) is in
the midst of a long-term program to develop imptOved military tires and related components that would permit vehicle
operation following major tire damage, thereby allowing
troops to complete missions before stopping to repair or
replace a lire.
Referred to as surl'ivable lire system , one such concept is
already in use on the Army's HMMWV (High-Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle). It is a run-flat system which features a metal in ert inside the tire that is shaped Hke the tire's
proftlc and helps to support the vehicle's weight while keeping the lire on the rim.
This tire can continue to operate for up to 30 mile at
speeds up to 30 miles per hour on hard-surface roads after it
has lost air pressure. The goal of the current tire program,
however, is to develop tires that can provide mission completion capability on cross-country terrain as well as on hardsurface road at appropriate speed after sustaining damage.
Engineer in lACOM's ROE enter are looking at survivable lire systems in four categories. In addition to dle run-flat
concept, tbere i the elf-supporting tire. TIlis is a tire which,
by its de ign and construction, does not require any additional components to make it a survivable tire after loss of air
pressure_
The third category includes tho e tires which use either a
Hquid or semi-solid ealant or a solid inner Hner which prevents them from going flat when danlaged. Tires in the fourth
category are filled with a solid substance - u ually polyurethane - and thus requite no air pressure to support a
vehicle's weight.
The lire research program, which got under way in February 1986, is a joint effort that al 0 involves.the major U.S. tire
and wheel manufacturers, several foreign companies, the U. .
Army Training and Doctrine Command -(TRADOC) and thoc
Army Development and Employment Agency (ADEA). AOEA,
which is located at fort Lewis, WA. is a DA agency responsible
for developing near·term force imptOvements and the equipment needed to support them, and is a field operating agency
of tbe Office of the. Deputy Chief of taff for Operations and
Plans (ODCSOPS).
The program is being managed by a tire task force initiated
in September 1985 by then Director ofthe Tank-Automotive
Technology Directorate of lACOM's ROE Center COlJohn H.
Van Zant (now the center's acting associate director for
technology ).
According to the ROE Center' MAJ louis Urich, who
beads the task force, its formation marked the beginning of a
new trend toward .increa ed Army involvement in military
lire development.
"The Army in the early 70s," he explained, "had made the
decision to rei)' enlirely on industry for tire development. As
a result, we no longer had a group that was doing any tire
work within the ROE Center or within lACOM. However, we
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found that mere were problems that had cropped up concerning tire specillcations and making inlprovements in tire
as well as accepting imptOvements in tire technology as they
came along. So it was determined dut me Army hould set up
an H&D program.
"The program has three ba ic goal," Urich added. "TIlese
are: to improve dle survivability of tires 0 that they could
operate after sustaining damage; reduce life- ycle costs by
inlproving overall lire durability for better tirc mileage; and to
improve vehide mobility through uch components as central tire inflation system mat would allow a driver to change
lire pres ure from inside me vehide to permit operation on
different types of terrain."
Ullrich said dlat in research eft"orts to date, AOEA and the
Combar Developments Experimentation Center Board, with
technical and contracting assistance from TACOM, conducted the first survivable tire ystem te ts in April and Mar
1986 at Fort lewis. He said the tires and related componcnts
used in me tests were produced by everal manufacturers.
According to Ullrich, concept prototypes representing
each of the four categorie were involved. The tests consi ted
of shooting the tire with small-arm fire and operating them
over a combination of paved highways, secondary roads and
cross·country terrain wim HMMWVs and surrogate fast
attack vehicles to see how far mel' could go.
''We had concepts that achieved 100 miles and were still
able to operate," said llrich. "Of course," be added, "they
were not repairable after me 100 miles, but me important
ming is dlat they were able to go mat fdr."
Ullrich said AOEA is continuing to evaluate other survivable lire system candidates in small quantitie as they become
available and is providing lACOM with all test data_ He al 0
said lACOM awarded contracts late last year for delivery of
other prototypes which will undergo more morough user
and technical testing beginning in me [,rst quarter of FY89.
Moreover, Ullrich said TACOM's tire laboratory, wh.ich had
not been used for lire testing since the early 1970s wben me
Army decided to discontinue laboratory lire development, i
now being upgraded wim new equipment, and is expected to
play an important research. role. "The tire lab will not be a
large testing facility," llrich explained. "But we will have the
capability of validating some of the testing mat indu try is
doing as well as simulating some of our own field-testing."
When asked if he thought me stare of the art oftire tecbnology has advanced sufficiendy to make widespread Army usc
of tires capable of operating for 100 miles after u raining
major damage possible in me fore eeable future, Ullrich aid:
"f dlink mere are some con epts that are do e to being
useable in me prototype stage. Bur r think mere will need to
be some further development to get mem to the state where
they could be produced cost-effectively in large quantities.
"1 also mink," be continued, "m'at there are some thing
which could eventually happen to give use better mileage
than the 1OO·mile range - at least wim some of me lighter
vehicles."

The preceding article was written by George Taylor Ill,
a technical writer-editor for the Am~)1 Tank·AutonzOtiue
Command.
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RD&A NEWS BRIEFS
Army Studies
Rift Valley Fever

Army vaccin under circumstances such as lhose recently
occurring in west Africa have not been finalized, hut use of
the \'accines remains a possibility.

A team of virologi ts and entomologist from the .5. Army
Medical Re earch In titute of Infectious Diseases
(U AMRlID), at Fort Detrick, MD, travelled to Senegal late last
year to tudy the ftrSt documented epidemic of Rift Valley
Fever in west Africa. The epidemic involved the countries of
sen gal and Mauritania ill the enegal River basin.
Inve tigators from USAMRI1D have studied Rift Valley Fever
outbreaks in east Africa and hope to validate their findings in
the west Africa setting and apply developing technology to
predict and intervene to prevent new outbreaks.
The Army team postulates dlat Rift Valley Fever vim i
spread during periods of heavy rainfall as a result of "cryptic
nzootic mosquito foci." In Kenya, they oncluded that floodwater ede mosquitoc erve as a perSistent re ervoir of me
Rift Valley Fever virus by laying infected eggs, which produce
new generation of infected mosquitoes during me flood
conditions.
When the annual rainy sea on is more severe, or when th
ecology is perturbed by dams or irrigalion projects, these
mosqUitoes batch in greater numbers and other 1110 quitoes
reach high densities, resulting in epidemic spread of the virus
to dome tic animal and l11an.
Finding a low frequency of Rift Valley Fever antibody in
many different areas of Africa during non-epidemic period
supports their conclusion, and argues that the attempt by
governments in ;lffected areas to control the disease in liveS10 k through quarantines will be ineffectual.
Initial re earch indicate that the outbreak in Senegal followed unusually heavy rains, an increa e in irrigation project
in dle river basin, and completion of a new dam near me
moum oftbe rivcr that expandcd mc flood plain and lowered
\VdtCr salinity above the dam. All the e factors enhance mos·
quito breeding.
The studies conducted in east Africa included the u e of
meteorological satellites of the ational Oceanographic and
Atmospheric Administration to attempr to predict outbreaks
of Rift Valley Fever by monitoring rainfall, growth of vegeta·
tion, and omer environmental facror conducive to mosquito
breeding. The USAMRlID invc tigators hop to rellne rhe
prediction system dlfough application in west Africa.
In support of intervention in the cncgal epidemic, me
SAMRIID team demonstrated new methods for rapid and
definitive diagno is of the virus. They identified the virus in
patient serum samples using antigen capture ELISA and
hybridization with doned Rift Valley Fever virus 0 A tests
developed at SAMRllD.
In collaborative studies with the Institut Pasteur in Dakar,
Senegal, the teanl identified antibodies in man and domestic
animals, and provided almo t immediate diagnosis of acute
cases. The te t materials were given to the lnstitut and will be
helpful in thcir continuing re cardl on me disease.
An important mission of USAMRlID i the development of
vaccines and drug to protect U. . soldiers from infectious
di eases mat require high containment. Vaccines which protect both humans and animals from Rift Valley Fever have
been developed at USAMRIID. Policy deci 'ions on the use of

ELiNT System Will
Improve Data Storage
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Tobyhanna Army Depot enginecrs and de igner are working on an electroniC intelligence system (Ell 'T) thar will
give commanders an enhanced data storage capability.
The Worldwide Military Command and ontrol System
Transportable Host Computer van i a sj'stem lhat was
designed at Tobyhanna and fabricated in tile depor's helter
Facilities Section.
TIle depot has been as ociated with the Transportable Host
project for about three years. De ign, fabrication and delivery
to the first cu tomer, .. Central Command (USeE TCOM),
me organizational uccessor to the Rapid Deplol'nll:nt Force,
was a depot success tory in which the system was designed
and built qUickly and under budget, says Michael L. Cun·
ningham, supervisory mechanical engineer.
Tobyhanna is designing and buildinganotller sy tem for the
U.S. Army, Europe ( SAREUR). Known as tile 'AREUn Transportabl flo t ( TH), ir erves the ame function as lhc first
system, but has a diffcrent configuration. _ays Charle A.
Karcutskie, mechanical engineering technician. "L;SAREUR
wanted to add some equipment mat wouldn't fit into thc
original heltcr u ed by the USCE TC01\! ~ystem_ so wc
reconfigured the new sysrem into two smaller shelters." he
says.
"Both systems will serve as central torage I oints for intelligence djjl;l raken from tile memory bank of individualunib'
intelligence compurer . Tho e units will then have room LO
proce fre h data:' he OIl'.
B th systems can communicate through eilher a Line-ofSight mode or via atellite. gi"ing it e"eral deployment
optiOns, says CurUlingham. They can operatc in a tand·alone
fashion by attaching a generator helter and an unilllcrruprable power shelter whidl guarantees power for the computer.
if outages occur, he says.
Both systems can be Loaded onto transport aircraft withoul
me use of special equipment. TIle TH i carried on customde igned "air·ride" trucks, and can be directly loaded 01110
the aircraft, Karcutskie says.
Both unningham and Karcutskie see the program as h3"inga long-term depot commitment. "If other commands need
this, or similar y tern, they'll a k to have one bUilt, and
Tobyhanna is in the best po ition to atisfy thaI demand,"
Karcutskie says. "We see a po sibility of more ystems, either
like lhis, or in different configurations being built here,"
Cunningham says.
'Tobyharma will provide initial operator training widl the
help of pecialists from lh Army's Information Syslem Command, Fort Huachuca, AZ, and the privale manufacturer of
me computer equipment," he says.
To further the training eIfort, a team of electronic equipment specialists in dle depor' Publications and Procedure
cction, Production Engineering Division, wrore the technical manuals for tile system.
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loads pia ed inro modular containers will impcoI'e air deliI"
Ammunition
cry capabiliti throughout Ule entire system, including rigging, delivery and derigging of airdrop load' and will
Airdrop Advances
c-"pedite transition from system mode conrainer into u cr

Trends in batde pLanning, exemplified by Airl..and Battle
2000 and Army 21, call for more maneuver, deception, and
deep trike. Advanced technology, such as artificial intelIig nce and roboticS, and new weapon with immense firepower and mobility will be integrated into the battle plans.
nle impact of this technology on airdrop delivery sy tems is
constantly being reviewed so that future requirements can be
anticipated and method of meeting tllO e requirements can
be developed.
Currentiy, .S. Army Natick Research, Development and
Engineering Center engineers are working on several proj cts to alleviate deficiencie already identified by our review
of the impact of the Army 21 concept on air deli,-ery requirements. These include airdropping ammunition, support of
the light infantry divi 'ion and rigging air delivery loads at
renlote sites.
The major impact of Army 21 on delivery requirements is
that more supplies will have to be prOVided to lighting units.
Longer and more vulnerable land supply lines will lead to an
increased need for airdrop resupply to non·airborne units.
While requirements increase, the number of rigging units
will not and, therefore, present rigging productivity will han,
to be increased. Airdrop rigging is labor intensive and automation must be instituted to increase that productivity and
reduce the impact of personnel hortages. Currently, thl'
atick ROE Center is looking into mean of doing this, including tlIe u e of robotics for rigging. Modular containers will
simplify handling by using either robots or other techniques
such as industrial manipulators by proViding standardized
simplified lift points for all material handling equipment.
Common transportation assets are also limited. Our
apability to deliver increased quantjties of ammunition for·
ward will depend upon maximum use of available transporta·
tion, including aircraft. trucks. helicopter and fixed wing
aircraft.
Another consideration is getting the ammunition and sup·
plies retrieved from the drop zone h)' combat units in hostile
environments as quickly possible. TIlerefore, airdrop delivered supplies must be organized to facilitate h:lIldling on the
drop zone; lighter, les buH,')' modular containers being proposed may be the answer.
Some receh-ing unit will have 2'/2 ton or '> ton trucks;
otller will have High Mobilit)' Multipurpose Wheeled VehicJes (HMMWV) or no yehicles at all. Modularized containers
aUow the unjt to quickly break down the loads intn a manageable cargo ize p rtion, be it 2 !/, ton or 50 pound. Incorpo·
ration of straps, handles, forklift slots. hook' or rings will
enhance the receiving unil's capability to handle these
container.
If container ha,-e an interlock method designed inro them.
a one point releas mecJlarusm can be used so that deriggiJlg
time will be reduced to seconds. nli decreases the amount
of time a unit IllUSt pend on the drop zone and reduccs their
vulnerability ro an enenw atlack.
Investigation into current rigging method and automation
tecJll1jques lead to the conclusion that haVing ammunitiun
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portable containers.
Simplified rigging procedures result from usc of modular
containers and alleviate frequent reference to manuals whi.le
reducing the demands for manual labor for preparing pecific
configurations of loads and honeycomb absorption materials.
Energy absorption materials and tiedowns integrated inlo
the containers will eliminate the need for layer of the honeycomb material pre ently used as cushioning. The usc of
metal containers rather than wood, and thl' requirement to
drop at lower altitude and higher speeds will increase the
landing impact to tile ammun~tiun_ Howe"er_ we increased
protective qualities of modular containers can reduce thl'
inlpact and prevent damage to the load_ This precaution i
critical for orne of the new large c.-uiber round with nonmetal casing.
TIus move toward modularized metal container is being
driven by the need for NBC decontamination requirements.
pecific3l1y, protection for the load is required to precludl'
Cll cont:lIllination bv the loads of oldiers, equipment and
vehicles , and woode~ containcrs are much more difficult tu
decontanunate_ and are more susceptibll' to penetration by
toxic agents.
TIle capability to free-drop thl'se containers from low altitudes is also being inve tigated. Tbe impro"ed ener!,'y ab orbing characteristics of these containers will allow free drop
from low slow-flying aircraft onto many surface' ( 'and, bru -h,
etc.) with little or no damage to the ammunition.
A force multiplier effect results from the increased effi·
ciencv and reduced vulnerahility of oldiers and supplie .
Modu"lar deljvef\' will enhance the fighling efficiency and
response time of any unjts being suppLied via the modular
airdrop system.

Army Tests
New Recoil Mechanism
The first "actively controlled" Rrtillery recoil mechanism
has been successfully demonstrated at tlle U.. Arm)" Armament Research, Development and Engineering Center
(ARDEC), Picatinny Arsenal. ~. nle mechani m is designed
to take the kick out of the artillery. or at lC'dSt part or it.
Military big guns ha"e long been heavy. Heavy was a requirement that enabled a weapon to stay in place or even to remain
upright when Ule weapon was fired.
Based on the principle that every action ha an equal and
opposite reaction, it is obvious that when an artiHery piece ;s
fired, the recoil is earthshaking. With today faster. more
mobile military units, the artillery weight problem i . roo biga
burden to bear. so the Army is attacking the problem at its
source - the recoil.
Using ARDEC' large- aliber powder gymnasticator. a
device which provides an economicRI means for experimentaUy testing and evaluating recoil mecl1;mjsms, engineers
have te ted an electronically controlled recoil mechanjsm,
simulating tlle live firing of a 1'i'imm cannon. A data base was
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generated to describe how the recoil mechanism behaves
during a typical recoil cycle. Once this was accompli hcd, an
electronically controlled servovalve, provided under con·
tract by HR Textron, Valencia, CA, was adapted to the recoil
mechanism and the process repelted.
The servovalve was designed to .improve performance by
adapting to error·detecting feedback en or. nlike conven·
tional recoil systems that throttle oil in a predetermined
fashion. the electronically controlled mechani m employs a
microproces or to control fluid throttling. An electronically
controlled valve reduces recoil force by responding to feedback sensor during the recoil cycle.
The Picatinny test demonstrated that recoil force could be
consistently controlled during weapon firing, and represents
a significant breakthrough in recoil meehani m technology.
The development has potential spin-offs to all artillery sy .
terns and is directly applicable to lightweight artillery efforts.
Weapon stability during firing continue to be a major con·
cern in lightweight systems; by introducing electronic control, recoil force can be tailored to enhance overall stability.
Additional bencflts of electronic control are built·in prog·
nostics, and the potential for simplified design and manufacturing processes of future recoil mechanisms. 'Ib date, 20
percent reductions in peak n.:coil force were consistently
obtained through optimization of the recoil process.

tracts were awarded to Aerojet Ordnance and Honeywell
Corp. in Augu t 1986 to foster competition for the first
scheduled p.roduction in 1989.
Mainly becau e of an urgent need for tlle M91 0 to support
European BFV training, a request 'i\~dS made to produ e a
limited number of rounds in FY88. As a result,last M'lrch the
Army Materiel Command added 15 million to its FY88
budget request for M910 limited production.
TIle follOWing month, Picatinny accelerated it efforts to
type classify the round because of the long lead time needed
to prepare progranl documentation and the coordination
necessary with other g vernment agencie . The neces ary
testing, data reduction, data validation and independent evaluation reports were prepared in time to suppoTt a December
1987 in·process review.
Congress approved the funding for the program that
month. The 15 million appropriation will purchase some
556,000 rounds. The first shipments are expected in the
second quarter of fiscal year 1989.
The M910 development program i funded by the Army's
program manager for the BFV stem. The 25mm teanl of
Picatinl1Y's Close Combat Armaments Center ha spear·
headed this project. As a result of its efforts. the 25mm team
has been nominated for the prestigious Arm)' research and
development achievement award.

25MM Type Classified

Improved 81 mm
Mortar System Completed

Bradley Fighting Vehicle (BFV) 25rom gunner training will
oon be available at some 35 military in taliatiOns. Thi i the
re ult ofefforts by a Picatinny Arsenal type-classification team
that treamlined testing and cut through paperwork to meet a
Defen e Department ordered production speedup of a new,
inexpensive practice round.
The Bradley' standard armor piercing (AP) 25mm round,
the M791, has been the only round available for performing
AP gunnery practice, including quaJiJkation firing. It req uires
a downrange di tance of 14.000 meter.
Although many Army posts have the required fire and
maneuver space, stateside only Fort Hood, TX, ha a range
that can accommodate BFY 2-mm firing withour seriously
affecting other training, according to the Pieatinny team.
The e other posts would have to literally hut do\ n mo t of
their other range and maneuver training areas to conduct
25mm firing.
The new practice version, called the M91 0, has a trajectory
identical to the armor piercing munition to 2,000 mcters, and
has a maximum range of less than 8,000 meters. This shorter
maximum range means that no Hmitswill have to bc put on
gun elevations, as would havc been the ca e with the 'tandard
round. It also sinlUlate the standard munition in Hnking and
loading, and in storage of rounds in the vehicle.
Fielding of the M910 wiu allow the bulk of 25mm live fire
training exercises to be conducted on existing maneuver and
gunnery range ,opening up some 35 posts in the .. and the
Federal Republic of Germany for both M2 and M3 BFV firing.
The M910 concept was initiated. in 1985 as a fuji scale
development progr.un. A prime development contract was
awarded to Ford Aerospace in August 1985, and similar con-
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The product manager for mortars has announced that the
U.S. Army airborne, ;Iir assault and mountain battalions and
the .. Marine Corp' fighting forces will be strengthened
considerably by the recent type das ification of two new
cartridges for 3n improved 81 milllmeter mortar, which has
been designated by the Army a the M152. lype classification
means that a.n item or system is ready to be procured and
fielded by the Army.
By type classifying the munitions - the M819, Red l'hosphorus, Smoke and the '1853AI, Illumination Carrridgethe .S. Army Armament Re earch, Development and
Engineering Center (ARDE ), Pica.tinny Arsenal, N), com·
pleted it development for the totally new 81 mm Mortar
System. Thi inno\oative array is intended to replace the cur·
rent M19A I Mortar System.
Work on dle pair of rounds at ARDEC's Fire upport Arma·
ment Center (FSAC).fmalizes a system capable offtring new
cartridges at longer ranges and at higher rates of fire. This
family of ammunition also includes two high explosive (HE)
cartridges and two practice rounds.
John Feneck, system engineer for the improved 81 mm
system in FSAC's Mortar Systems Office, traced the 181's
history to a co·development effort with the United Kingdom's
Ministry of. Defence that led to an improvement in their
81rom smooth bore, muzzle-loaded mortar and their HE
cartridge. The mortar was later de igoated the M252 when it
was type classified for use by the .. armed forces.
"This new weaponhas a stronger tube than the old mortar
and also uses a blast attenuation deVice," Feneck said. "The
device was designed to improve crew safety by reducing
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noice levels and blast effects at the gun site. This was accomplished by diverting the muzzle blast and noise up and away
from the gun crew."
The British HE cartridge's performance was improved by
replacing the point detonating fuze with the U.S. multi-option
fuze. That fuze has multiple-setting capability for either proximity (3-13 feet above the target), near surface burst (0-3 feet
above the target), point detonating (function on impact), or
delay (for penetration of bunkers, roofs, etc.) after impact.
The fuze provided the mortar crew with a ignificant
increase in flexibility and greatly enhanced performance for
~'lch fire mission. The setting may be changed numerous
time without affecting operability.
"TIle other improvement to the British HE cartridge was
the replacement of the propelling charges with a charge
sy tern that i waterproof and more durable under severe
handli.ng and transportation conditions." said Feneck.
The improved British HE cartridge was type classified for
use by .5. armed forces and designated the M821 High
Explosive Cartridge. A companion HE round to this cartridge
is the M889, which is identical except that it uses a less
expensive pOint detonating fuze, the M935.
"The M889 cartridge with the M935 Fuze provides reversible election between the point detonating and delay
modes," Feneck added. He went on to explain how the next
significant accompli hment in the ammunition family was the
development of the M819 Smoke Screening Cartridge. TIlis
round has the unique distinction of being the only mortar
smoke screening cartridge in the world that utilizes red
phosphorus wedges.
These wedges are ignited, ejected from the cartridge over
the target by the use of a mechanical time fuze, and di persed
on the target to quickly produce an obscuring smoke screen.
TIle cartridge provides an increase in range of 400 meters
over the tandard bulk-filled, white phosphorus cartridge it
will replace, while producing a moke screen that is fi\'e times
more effective.
The round which completes the family of tactical ammunition - the Illumination Cartridge - provide a 200 percent
boost in the area of illumination and an increase in effective
range of2,300 meters over the current illumination cartridge
it will replace. This provide ufficient illumination to adjust
fire to the maximum range of the HE cartridges (5.700
meters).
Complementing the family of tactical ammunition was the
development of a full range practice cartridge. and the acceptan e of ash rt range practice cartridge, which W'dS evaluated
a a nondevelopmental item under an International Materiel
Evaluation Program.
The futi range practice cartridge is ballistically similar to
the HE cartridge and operates in the same manner. The
cartridge has an inert projectile and a fuze facsimile which
can be et in the same manner as the HE cartridge fuze.
The impact produces a signature of flash. "bang," and
moke that can be een and heard at a distance of 2,500
meters from point of impact. This cartridge provides realistic
training for the gun crew by simulating the HE fuze setting of
proximity, near surface burst, impact and delay. The propelling charge adjustments and noise levels are the SiU1le as the
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HE cartridge. TIle impact ignature produced by the fuze
facsimile provides excellent training of forward observers.
A cost savings of approximately 69 percent per cartridge is
realized when using the new cartridge as compilfed to crew
training exercise costs associated with firing live ammuni·
tion. The short range practice cartridge is u cd in areas where
the firing ranges are pace limited. Thi cartridge has a maxinlUm range of approximately one-tenth the range and a
similarity in size and weight to the HE cartridge.
TIle fuze facsimile has the ame impact signature and simulated setting positions as the full range practice cartridge'
fuze. This new practice cartridge has a dlilfge adju ting feature whidl governs ranges. The fuze impact signature of flash,
"bang," and smoke can be seen to the maxilllum r:U1ge of thi
cartridge.
A unique feature of the short range cartridge i that it can
be recovered, brought back to the gun ite, rebuilt, and
refired up to 10 times. This provides a ignlficant cost sa\~ngs
up to 93 percent per cartridge when compared against firing
with live ammunition,
TIle current stockpile of 81 mm ammunition is interoperable with the new sy tem. The improved ammunition i aI 0
interoperable with the old system at reduced range. All the
fire control data for the improved family of ammunition will
be incorporated into the recently fielded Mortar Balli tic
Computer (MBC). The MBC i a powerful, hand-held computer that is designed to automate the Mortar Fire Direction
Center functions of ballistic computation, data management
and communications.
'Ole night placement of the mortar is enhanced through the
use of a lightweight Self-muminating Sight Unit and clfIlluminating Aiming Post Ughts. TIle new system upgrades
the NATO-standard M3 Series Baseplate, currently used on
the old ystem, to the stronger M3Al Baseplate.
Thus, through the combined efforts of both the .K and
.5., American and other NATO infantry force will have tile
most sophisticated, reliable and effective 8 J mm mortar
weapon system in the world today.
BLAST ATTENUATION DEVICE

./
M64Al SElf IllUMINAtiNG
SIGHT UNIT

'/
M252 Improved
81mm Mortar
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CRDEC Scientists Cited
Three Army scientists have been recognized for the scieotific advancements they made as part of an innovative
research program at the U.S. Army Chemical Re earch, Development and Engineering Center (CRaEC).
Dr A. Peter nyder; Dr: William M. Lagna and Dr: Ronny C.
Robbins received CRDEC's 1987 Outstanding In-House Laboratory Research (IUR) award. The IUR program provides
funding for challenging programs suggested by CRDEC scientists and engineer .
The scientists headed two research projects dealing with
new technology in the mass spectrometry field. nyders
work, in the development of a portable mass spectrometer
that could be used in the field by the Army, re ulted in
unprecedented advancements in the instrument's design.
The spectrometer apparatus breaks down very large mole·
cules so the compounds can be analyzed and identified. It has
traditionally been confined to the laboratory. 111e goal of the
program is to create a portable new addition to the mass
spectrometry field.
"This in trument has the greatest potential to do this type
ofwork outside the laboratory," said nyder, a research dlemist in CRDEC's Researcl1 Directorate. "We're u ing a much

smaller, lighter in trument, and less power is required to
operate it."
The research effort was a collaboration between CRDEC,
Dr. Henk L.c. Mellzc1aar, Univer ity of tab, and Dr: Rick Yost,
University of Florida.
Lagna ~nd Robbins, chemists in CRDECs Detection Directorate, headed a project to develop a pyrolysis mass spectrometer, which uses chemical "fingerprint" to identify
biological agents, and could be u ed in the field.
"The detection of biological threat agents is elu ive
because of the wide range of forms in which they could be
di eminated," said Lagna, who works with Robbins in the
Detection Technology Division. "'1le most commonly used
methods of biological identification are laboratory based and
time consumjng. Mass spectrometers are fast, reliable and
extremely sensitive detector of chemical agents."
The spectrometer is interfaced with an aerosol collection
ystem, whidl automatically takes an air sample. The sample
is heated, broken down into a pattern by which it can be
identified. and compared to a large data base of known chemical signatures to determine a match.
By expanding the spectrometers capability into the biological field, they hope to create a rugged, dependable instru·
ment that could provide e.arly detection and warnjng for
soldiers in the field.

The Army Does
Change Its Spots
. __ With New
Camouflage Patterns

Countersurveillance experts at the
Belvoir Re earcl1, Development and
Engineering Center have just completed designing new three-color
camouflage patterns for all tactical
equipment in the Army's inventory.
The three-year program required
413 drawing packages to meet cam·
ouflage needs for 834 different item
of equipment. AU told, 22;,000
drawings are being distributed to
Army units worldwide, including
Germany, Korea and Japan.
A draWing package consists of six
pages: a drawing for each major view
of the item - the four sides and top
- and an inspection sheet to ensure
the pattern is applied correctly_ To
minimize the number of drawings,
(colltt.."ed 0" page 35)
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(c01ltf/ll.ed from page 34)

Center engineer consolidated simi·
lar items. for example, nine drawing
package provided camouflage pat·
terns for 132 shelter-mounted communications systems. Thls saved
nearly 1.6 million.
Cemer engineers and technicians
u ed several methods to m et the
program tight schedule. They used
computer-aided-design technology
to draw patterns on a computer
image and print out a finished design.
Also, a team developed a photogrammetric technique and went to the

field to take pictures of more than
177 different vehicles. These photos
were digitized by computer to
develop technical drawings when
none were available.
TIle three-color pattern, which is
more effective than the four-color
pattern the Army had been using
since the early 1970s, was developed
in cooperation with the Federal
Republic of Germany. The Germans
have completed their pattern-design
program and are now repainting
their eqUipment. Other NATO coun-

tries are also considering the threecolor pattern. As the U.S. conversion
is completed, the designs wiJI be
applied using a Center-developed
chemical-agent-resistant coating that
will allow soldiers to decontaminate
equipment in the field.
Patterns for new equipment will
be developed as the items are fielded.
As the leading agency for camouflage, the Center is also working on
patterns for Navy, Air Force and
Marine Corp ground-support
equipment.

HISTORICAL HIGHLIGHTS

The First Project Managers!
During the War of 1812, the small, outnumbered U.S. avy
was able to ac1lieve a string of single ship victories over the
British. TIlese victories were the product of cover and deception in the development of arms and equipment to achieve a
kind of qualitative technological surprise.
In 1812, the Royal Navy ruled the waves. Its total nav-.u
power consisted of 584 hips at sea in fuU commission, of
which 102 were Line-of-battle ships and 124 were frigates,
with an inlmediate reserve of 18 battleships and I5 frigates.
This force was deployed world wide but mainly again t the
Frenc1l.
The whole U.S. Navy consisted of just 20 ships, of which
eight were frigates and 12 sloops and only 17 of the 20 were
available for sea service. To meet the U.S. Navy, the British
decided to rely upon their frigate force deployed to Halifax
and West Indies station to handle the situation. Thus, the
major ship actions of the war between the two countries
would be a eries of frigate battles.
The British were in for a urprise. What they did not know
was that the American frigates were superior to ,my frigate
aIloat in two essentials, the ships themselves and their crews.
TIleU.. ships could out-gun any ship fast enough to catch
them and out- ail any ship that could out·gun them.
The .. ships were far bigger and more p'owerful than any
oilier frigates in the world. Instead of tlle Briti h standard 44guns (which the .. were alI rated or designated) they
mounted a main battery of 30 long 24-pounder , 18 42·
pounder carronades on the quarter-deck and on the forecastle sLx 42-pounder carronades and two long 24-pounders, a
tot,t! of 56 guns.
The u.s. ships were also 17 feet longer than the British
standard. Below decks, the American ships were built like the
British 74-gun ships of the line and their masts were 7 inches
thicker, aUowing them to carry more sail. Each American ship
had had an experienced ships captain standing by her during
the whole course of her con truction, from keel laying to
outfitting - a revolutionary concept subsequently adopted
by aU navies; the obvious beginnings of the project manager
concept.
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While the British had to scrape the bottom of the barrel for
its manpower, the .S. ships rejected alI. but tile most skilled
seamen offrr t class physique. Tbe .S. manpower came from
the bardy seamen of the northeast with merchant marine and
similar experience. Also, a large number were Royal Navy
deserters.
It has been stated that every American frigate probably had
at least 100 ex-British seamen aboard. Lastly, the Americans
paid greater attention to di cipLine, gun drill and aiming
practice, even in port, and tlley had learned the Briti h methods of close action and hulling fire.
TIle frrst of the frigate actions was that between USS President and HMS Belvidere Gune 23, 1812) which ended in a
draw. The second action was between HMS Guerriere and
USS Con titution (Aug. 19, 1812). The results Oftlli victory
stunned the British. When it was followed by SS United
Con·
State over HMS Macedonian (Oct. 25, 1812), and
stitution over HMS Java (Dec. 29, 1812). the Briti h were
"horror-struck." The times of London remarked "the spell of
victory had been broken"
British fortunes were slightly reversed when HMS Shannon
bested S Che apeake off of Bo ton harbor (June I, 1813).
In this action, the British Captain Philip Broke, using those
very skills the Americans had heretofore possessed, di cipline
and drill, overcame the noble Captain James (Don't give up
the ship!) Lawrence who had sailed with an ill-prepared crew
but in every other aspect was evenly matched.
Misrepresenting one's capabilities is a time honored decep·
tion practice which can lead to an immediate tactical advantage for the deceiver and can continue until such time as the
opponent overcomes his surprise and takes tactical, materiel
or doctrinal countermeasures.

77Je preceding was submitted ~J' .lames W Conlin, a
sellior anal)! t in the Threat Emlualion DiL'isi01l, Office,
Assistant Deputy Cbief of tafffor Foreign Intelligence,
HQ, Am7,V Materiel Command.
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CONFERENCES
Training Systems
Conference Announced
The 10th Interservicellndustry Training Systems Conference (I/ITSC) will highlight rbe armed ervices' continual
long range objective of increasing and maimaining rhe combat readiness of all forces, when it convenes in Orlando, FL,
Nov. 29 - Dec_ I, 1988. The conference theme is "Combat
Readiness Through Training - The Next Decade."
The conference is the premier event of the year for the
simulation and training technology communities of govern·
ment and indu try. This year's conference is sponsored by the
National security Indu trial Association in conjunction with
an imerservice team. That team is headed in 1988 by the
Navy, represented by the aval Training ystem Center at
Orlando, FL.
serving as conference chairman for this year is Dr. Thomas
E. itterley, The Boeing, Seattle, WA. Under his direction a
committee of representatives from industry and governmem
will work out the d tails for tile conference.
In looking to me future, conference officials say the readiness mentioned in the conference theme can be inlproved by
ustainjng the current momentum in training system
advance while continually searching for better solutions to
complex training systems. In the next decade, they conclude,
the sen'ices and indu try mu t provide a sustained effort to
look for new, innovative, uruque advances in all aspects of
trainillg sy tern _The combined result of all uch improvements mu t be to inlprove combat capability - the ultimate
challenge.
Que tions regarding the 1988 conference may be directed
to the Conference Publicity Office, NT C, Orlando, FL
32813-7100 or telephone 305-646-4500.

CORRECTION
Due to a printing error on page 30 of
the March-April 1988 issue of Arm)'
RD&A Bulletin, the words "MANPRlNT in
the Procurement and ource election
Process" were omitted as a sub-he-.adline
above the beginning of the next to last
paragraph. we regret any confusion that
this error may have caused.
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Rotorcraft Structures Meeting
The Southeast Region and the Hampton Roads, VA, Chapter
of the American Helicopter Society will sponsor a national
conference on Advanced Rotorcraft Structures in
Williamsburg, VA, Oct. 25-27, 1988.
The theme of me conference, which will be held at the Fort
Magruder Inn and Conference Center, is the role ofstructures
in the trade between requirements and opportunities. Operational requirements for rotorcraft are changing rapidly, both
in military and civilian applications. Increased requirements
in speed, maneuverability, vehicle maintenance and
durability demand new solutions_ At the same tinle, developments in the areas of high-strength compoSites, super-computers, and automated fabrication a.re providing new
opportunities to satisfy or exceed some of the e new
requirements.

Close Combat
Vehicle Symposium
The Close Combat Vehicle (CCV) 1988 European ylUposium will be held ov. 14-18, 1988 at the Armed Forces
Recreation Center, Berchtesgaden, West Germany. ponsored
by the CCV Materiel Fielding Team-Europe the sympo ium
will include uch topics as force modernization and fielding
issues associated with new tracked vehicle sy tern in EU1;ope.
Additional information is available from: CPT Mike Simpson,
CCV MFT-E, APO
09112, PH 011-49-9662-9018 (in Germany: 476-2757/26t 2)_ Message Address: Chid; CC MITE,
AMCPEO-CCV-MFE, VILSECK, GE.

Natick Hosts
Science Symposium
The U.S. Army atick Research, Development and
Engineering Center, Natick, MA, will hold a science symposium on "&ience and Technology for the Solruer,"June 1-3,
1988 at the Natick Conference Center. Additional symposium
information is available from Thomas Sklarsky on AV
256-4687 or commercial (617) 651-4687.
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ATTENTION
AUTHORS
Do you have an article you would like to submit for
publication in the Army RD&A Bulletin? If so, we would
Like to hear from you. We will consider all article based on
importance of the subject matter factual content, timeliness, and relevance to the bulletin's mission. The following
are general guidelines for submissions:
• Length. Articles should be about 1,500-1,800 words
(8 double-spaced typed pages). Shorter or longer articles
are acceptable, depending on what is required to adequately tell the story
• Photos. Include any photograph or illustrations
which complement the article. Black and white or color
are acceptable. We cannot promise to use all photos or
illustrations and they are normally not returned unless
requested.
• BiographicalInformation. Include a short biographical sketch of the author.
• Clearance. All articles must receive appropriate
clearances and be approved for open publication. This
may require reviews by the author's ecurity/OPSEC and
public affairs office. A cover letter stating that these clearances have been performed must accompany the article.
Articles should be sent on 5-1I4-inch floppy disk in
ASCII format. Articles should also be sent in regular mail.
OPSEC clearances and photographs must be sent by regular mail even if articles are sent on floppy disks.
Letters. If you have a comment or view about an article
we have published in a recent issue of Army RD&A Bulletin, feel free to submit letters to the editor explaining
your views on the subject.
Mailing Address: HQ, AMC, Army RD&A Bulletin
(ATTN: AMCDE-XM), 5001 Eisenhower Avenue, Alexandria, VA 22333-0001.
Telephone: Autovon 284-8977 or Commercial
(202)274-8977.

